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► What to an aborted baby is 9/11* ?
What should I say about abortion? What would you say about me for saying this to you, about freedom and
9/11, and what it means to the unborn, killed in their mother's womb in the most savage way?
"There is not a nation on the earth guilty of practices, more shocking and bloody, than are the people of these
United States, at this very hour."
"Fellow-citizens, this murderous traffic is, to-day, in active operation in this boasted republic. "
"Americans! your republican politics, not less than your republican religion, are flagrantly inconsistent. You
boast of your love of liberty, your superior civilization, and your pure Christianity, while the whole political
power of the nation (as embodied in the two great political parties) is solemnly pledged to support and
perpetuate ... it."
"God speed the year of jubilee (when the fetus is set free from abortion) "
These are not my words, just replace the word “abortion” and “9/11” with the words “slavery” and “July 4th”,
then you have the words of Frederick Douglas on slavery in 1852 !
http://www.blackpast.org/1852-frederick-douglass-what-slave-fourth-july
Since the “Curse of the Zeroes” starts with slavery, the USA is ended because of abortion and homosexual
marriage, and “Curse of the Zeroes” describes the Twin Towers on 9/11/2001, I thought the words of a slave
might be appropriate, who witnessed the horror of slavery of “only” 3 million “blacks” . I doubt Mr. Douglass
could comprehend the destruction of 14,000,000+ “blacks” in the womb. He talks about the sobs of a mother,
whipped because she is slowed down by her loved baby, and from having her child taken away. Could Frederick
Douglass comprehend the same woman killing the child inside her womb of her own free will to get rid of her
imaged burden?
One thing is for sure, by killing 14,000,000+ “black” babies, the democrats helped by the so called
“republicans”, probably removed 20,000,000+ future potential “black” voters. Think about that while
casting your free mason ballot ! Plus, they helped delay Satan’s death sentence and 1,000 years in the pit, by
every future baby that was not “born from above”, as every soul has to be before Satan is cast down.*1
Wicked quislings !

John Brown
*1 Within the covers of the Bible are all the answers for all the problems men face. Ronald Reagan
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► Curse of the Zeroes – Part 1 - The Bible, USA's Civil War, “ Mary Had a Little Lamb”
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► Curse of the Zeroes – Part 1 - The Bible, USA's Civil War, “ Mary Had a Little Lamb”

This is about understanding our history and slavery, using the Bible and "numerics". These series of five main
articles not only explain our history, but, the coming future and judgment God placed on our country, before the
New Testament was written. A seemingly impossible thing, except for God (*1 *3)
This all goes back to what blessing did Israel give the sons of Joseph, who came out of slavery in Egypt. which
ended up founding the USA, Ephraim and Manasseh?
This following mystery baffled “Ripley's Believe It or Not” for years, Jack Anderson, Congress, and even the
head of the CIA (President Bush #41) who would later become President himself and be involved directly in it.
When President Bush #41 was shot down over the Pacific, after pressing home his bomber attack, and was the
only crew member to survive the crash, he probably had no idea his survival would lead to this or his role in it !

Nancy Reagan’s compulsive “astrology”
IMHO, This is the reason Nancy Reagan was driven to compulsive “astrology” readings and other pagan things,
because she knew of the “Curse” and was searching for supernatural reasons. Can you imagine her angst when
Ronald Reagan was shot and almost died? You can bet she spent every day after that worrying about the “final”
bullet to come!
That being said, this is authored by someone that use to believe in space aliens more then God, that use to think
homosexual behavior was okay, that use to approve of abortion as a “choice”, that was raised a liberal
Massachusetts atheist, that was arrogant enough that the pastor of my wife's church said I was beyond hope
when we were getting married, that I would never be a member of the church .
(note to pastors - never say those two things - especially in a church – God gave him his lesson New Year's Eve
2000).
Then I looked around and determined all the problems I saw in my crime ridden city was the result of children
no longer going to church, so I determined to send mine even though I did not believe.
God put it upon my heart to read the Bible, which I have done cover to cover a few times. The first time I read
the Bible, I realized how much this world lied to me and misled me. That all my values were wrong.
So, I have an opportunity to write this not because I my peers consider me brilliant, a worthy academic, a Bible
scholar, or that I have any other such honor bestowed upon me by men with letters to follow my name, it is
because God picked me to tell it out of billions of people. I am sure most of my classmates would call me a
loser. Especially because I hated violence.
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I am able to write it because God showered great mercy and grace upon me and has shown me many miracles.
Including meeting the spirit of "The Prince of Darkness" as he calls himself, who frequently tested and tortured
me.
Now, onto the Curse of the Zeroes (yes, I know how to spell zeros the correct way) and the Judgment God
placed on the USA.
___________________________________________________
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Curse_of_tippecanoe (click here)
"The term Curse of Tippecanoe (also known as Tecumseh's curse, the presidential curse, zero-year curse, the
twenty-year curse, or the twenty-year presidential jinx) is sometimes used to describe the pattern where from
1840 to 1960 each American President who had won election in a year ending in zero (such as 1880 or 1900)
died in office. It was broken by Ronald Reagan, who survived being wounded in a March 1981 shooting."
___________________________________________________
Well, today I finally figured out the "curse" of the Zeros and tied everything together.
I originally was interested in this, with all the word play between the death of President Lincoln and President
Kennedy a few years ago. Bill O’ Reilly mentioned this in his book Killing JFK, though he neglected to
mention my solution that was mailed to him years earlier.
This has to do with the "zero" code, that from Lincoln to Kennedy every President elected to office in a year
ending in zero (1840 1860 1880 1900 1920 1940 1960) died in office and only them. Then it was broken with
Ronald Reagan in 1980.
By "numerics", I am not talking about those dizzying confusing charts using computers to tie random pieces of
verses together to get a secret code that predicts some future event like 9/11, the end of the world, or something
from within the Bible.
I am talking about numbers you can plainly read and understand in a King James Bible. You can read your Bible
to find them, just search the Internet using "bible numerics 999" etc., or better yet study them in the back of the
Companion Bible.
They are as follows:
# 5 God's Grace , #7 Fullness, Completeness,
#8 Resurrection, New Beginnings, New Birth, Christ, The Word
#9 Judgment, Finality, End, End of an Age or Era, The Physical Manifestation of the Fruit of the Understanding
(good or bad), Tribulation (birthing of the fruit)
#13 Love, #17 Victory
#20 a generation or redemption of mankind
#40 probation period or trial
#50 Holy Spirit, Jubilee, Freedom
#70 ~ Universality ~ Restoration of Israel
# 100 Many references to 100 - It can mean Children of Promise. The temple was 100 x 50 cubits, many of the
ornament things such as clasps were of 50. 100 prophets were hidden from Jezebel in two groups of 50 inside
caves, etc.
#120 ~ Divine Period of Probation
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#999 – #9999 ? wrath of God.
___________________________________________________
Main dates to remember using our pagan calendar and numbering system:

Why the Civil War starts in 1861
The Civil War started in 1861 because:
The Civil War did not start until 50 years (Jubilee) had passed since the 1st president and Constitution came into
effect (1789+50 = 1839). This is when presidents started to die in office !
The Civil War did not start until 40 years (probation) had passed since Thanksgiving had been declared a
national holiday by President Madison in 1815. (1815+40 = 1855)
The Civil War ended 50 years (Jubilee) since Thanksgiving had been declared a national holiday by President
Madison in 1815. (1815+50 = 1865)
1791 + 70 = 1861 When our evil Constitution (in God’s eyes – see what the stenographer said) with the Bill of
“Rights” passed in 1791, that denied God and kept blacks as slaves.
Since the death of presidents elected to office did not start until President Harrison (1840), the real KICKER is
the Civil War started 50 years (Jubilee) after Tippecanoe in 1811 (1811+50=1861) !
What else happened in 1811 related to the Curse?

Commissioners' Plan of 1811 – the laying out of Manhattan ! See Curse Part 5.
For all those Doomsday Preppers worrying about the New Madrid fault …
“December 16, 1811, the first of the New Madrid earthquakes shook the South and the Midwest. Many Indians
took the earthquake as a sign that Tenskwatawa's predictions of doom were coming true, leading many to
support Tecumseh”
1621 Thanksgiving, the Pilgrims at Plymouth
1776 Declaration of Independence -------> 13 years later (Bible numerics = rebellion)
1789 Washington elected as 1st President -----> 50 years later = 1839 Jubilee period when slaves are suppose to
be set free
1815 Last time a President, Madison, declared Thanksgiving a national holiday
1840 William Henry Harrison elected. First President elected in a year ending with Zero.
Last President to be born before the Declaration of Independence and first to die in office. Oldest president to
be elected before President Ronald Reagan was elected, who ended the dying curse.
From wiki "As he had with Clay, Harrison resisted pressure from other Whigs over patronage; when a group
arrived in his office on March 16 to demand the removal of all Democrats from any appointed office, Harrison
proclaimed, "So help me God, I will resign my office before I can be guilty of such an iniquity"."
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Remember Nebucbadnezzar looking out over his kingdom and declaring HE was the one that built it. God
immediately gave him the mind of a animal for 7 years until he knew and acknowledged God.
What kind of iniquity was it to bribe the Indians
and give them whiskey to cause alcoholism among them?
What kind of iniquity was it to keep your black brothers as slaves
past the 50 year Jubilee period when God said to free slaves?
IMHO, His statement resulted in the shortest Presidency, ever.
1848 Zachary Taylor elected. The 1st president Sarah Josepha Hale wrote a thanksgiving letter to, ignored.
Zachary Taylor died in 1850 of intestinal disease *2. He was a southern slaveholder though he did oppose the
spread of slavery to the territories (see wilmot proviso and Compromise of 1850).
Please note he was elected in 1840 too as in “Tippecanoe and Taylor too” !
Fillmore was never elected president; took over from Taylor. Sarah Josepha Hale wrote him a thanksgiving
letter too, nothing done. He lost his election bid.
1853 Franklin Pierce elected. Sarah Josepha Hale wrote him a thanksgiving letter, ignored. The only President
from the "Live Free or Die" state. Did not abolish slavery, 1/2 hearted promoted it with the Kansas–Nebraska
Act. From reading his state of the union annual message, he really appears to be someone that loved God.
1857 James Buchanan elected. He was only President from the state of Pennsylvania and the only president to
remain a bachelor (no seed line?). Pennsylvania was founded by William Penn. a very Godly man. In William
Penn's will it stated if his sons would not promote Christianity in his state, his sons would lose their inheritance
(the state of PA). It was from William Penn and his Quaker ties we get "freedom OF religion" (note: not
freedom FROM religion). It was so Quakers would not to PAY and be forced to worship like the Protestants.
1859 White abolitionist John Brown starts an armed slave revolt at Harpers Ferry . Hanged for treason. His last
words "“I John Brown am now quite certain that the crimes of this guilty land: will never be purged away; but
with Blood. I had as I now think: vainly flattered myself that without very much bloodshed; it might be done.”
Witnessed by JW Booth who later shot Lincoln. He was correct, nothing upsets God's time tables.

Generational 100 and 120 year period begins here 1860 President Lincoln elected.
----> 20 years (a generation or "Redemption of Mankind " ) since President Harrison elected and died in office.
50 years have passed with no Jubilee (setting the slaves free – our brother in laws – topic covered elsewhere)
and 20 years have passed of redemption. That is 70 years, #70 = 70 ~ Universality ~ Restoration of Israel
40 years have passed with no thanksgiving as a national holiday. I am sure Lincoln knew this once he received
Sarah Josepha Hale's letter.
1863 Lincoln, someone who read his Bible and had to know who Sarah Josepha Hale was, receives her letter
and declares Thanksgiving a national holiday.
#17 victory - 17 years after Sarah Josepha Hale started her letter campaign.
# 5 God's Grace - five presidents written to
#8 Resurrection, New Beginnings, New Birth, Christ, The Word - number of Presidents that have died in office.
1860 certainly was a new beginning.
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#9 Judgment, Finality, End, End of an Age or Era. I think it is possible we are due for one more President to die
in office, right before the end times. Just a guess.
Pay attention to this speech, it is prophetic with Bible numerics!
On March 4, 1865, Lincoln delivered his second inaugural address.
"Fondly do we hope — fervently do we pray — that this mighty scourge of war may speedily pass away. Yet, if
God wills that it continue, until all the wealth piled by the bond-man's two hundred and fifty years of
unrequited toil shall be sunk, and until every drop of blood drawn with the lash, shall be paid by another
drawn with the sword, as was said three thousand years ago, so still it must be said "the judgments of the
Lord, are true and righteous altogether." With malice toward none; with charity for all; with firmness in the
right, as God gives us to see the right, let us strive on to finish the work we are in; to bind up the nation's
wounds; to care for him who shall have borne the battle, and for his widow, and his orphan — to do all which
may achieve and cherish a just and lasting peace, among ourselves, and with all nation"
....
until all the wealth piled by the bond-man's two hundred and fifty years of unrequited toil shall be sunk ...shall
be paid by another drawn with the sword.
250 years divided by 50 year Jubilee periods = 5 deaths to follow by the “sword” after this speech, of
presidents elected in years ending in zero.
1860 President Abraham Lincoln – Assassination by the sword (shot)
1880 President James A. Garfield Assassination by the sword (shot)
1900 President William McKinley Assassination by the sword (shot)
1920 President Warren G. Harding – Assassination by the sword (poisoned)
1960 President John F. Kennedy Assassination by the sword (shot)
----> 120 years since 1860 #120 ~ Divine Period of Probation
1980 Ronald Reagan - almost assassinated, saved by the grace of God IMHO and was not "shall be paid by
another drawn with the sword".
From wiki:
“For the time, Reagan was unusual in his opposition to racial discrimination, and recalled a time in Dixon when
the local inn would not allow black people to stay there. Reagan brought them back to his house, where his
mother invited them to stay the night and have breakfast the next morning.”
President #40 Ronald Reagan was our probation president, that is what #40 means in the Bible. One of his most
significant works was the Mexico Accord.
Is there anyone that will really argue since President Ronald Reagan, probably the most righteous man of God
elected to office of President in the 20th century, that all the following Presidents have been .... "lacking" along
with our other "leaders" ?
It was Reagan that saved us from Esau-Edom-Russia.
Anyone want to argue it has NOT been downhill for the USA since Reagan?
What does God have to do to get our stiff necked attention?
Since Roe Vs. Wade in 1972/1973 abortion was wrecked our country. It has destroyed the black population.
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We are coming up on our 40 year "probation" period for our mass 1st degree murders, that has resulted in black
genocide.
Authored 2010-01-28 by another white guy in the south named John Brown warning of Civil War.
___________________________________________________
Reference materials - see Sarah Josepha Hale at end
Genesis 18:26 (King James Version)
26And the LORD said, If I find in Sodom fifty righteous within the city, then I will spare all the place for their
sakes.
___________________________________________________
Leviticus 25
10And ye shall hallow the fiftieth year, and proclaim liberty throughout all the land unto all the inhabitants
thereof: it shall be a jubile unto you; and ye shall return every man unto his possession, and ye shall return
every man unto his family.
11A jubile shall that fiftieth year be unto you: ye shall not sow, neither reap that which groweth of itself in it,
nor gather the grapes in it of thy vine undressed.
12For it is the jubile; it shall be holy unto you: ye shall eat the increase thereof out of the field.
13In the year of this jubile ye shall return every man unto his possession.
14And if thou sell ought unto thy neighbour, or buyest ought of thy neighbour's hand, ye shall not oppress one
another:
15According to the number of years after the jubile thou shalt buy of thy neighbour, and according unto the
number of years of the fruits he shall sell unto thee:
16According to the multitude of years thou shalt increase the price thereof, and according to the fewness of
years thou shalt diminish the price of it: for according to the number of the years of the fruits doth he sell unto
thee.
17Ye shall not therefore oppress one another; but thou shalt fear thy God:for I am the LORD your God.
18Wherefore ye shall do my statutes, and keep my judgments, and do them; and ye shall dwell in the land
in safety.
19And the land shall yield her fruit, and ye shall eat your fill, and dwell therein in safety.
54And if he be not redeemed in these years, then he shall go out in the year of jubile, both he, and his
children with him.
55For unto me the children of Israel are servants; they are my servants whom I brought forth out of the land of
Egypt: I am the LORD your God
___________________________________________________
Proverbs 17:10 (King James Version)
10A reproof entereth more into a wise man than an hundred stripes into a fool.
___________________________________________________
Joshua 24:32 (King James Version)
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32And the bones of Joseph, which the children of Israel brought up out of Egypt, buried they in Shechem, in a
parcel of ground which Jacob bought of the sons of Hamor the father of Shechem for an hundred pieces of
silver: and it became the inheritance of the children of Joseph. (my note:Ephraim and Manasseh)
___________________________________________________
Genesis 21:5 (King James Version)
5And Abraham was an hundred years old, when his son Isaac was born unto him.
___________________________________________________
Genesis 6:3 (King James Version)
3And the LORD said, My spirit shall not always strive with man, for that he also is flesh: yet his days shall be
an hundred and twenty years.
___________________________________________________
2 Samuel 24 (King James Version)
10And David's heart smote him after that he had numbered the people. And David said unto the LORD, I have
sinned greatly in that I have done: and now, I beseech thee, O LORD, take away the iniquity of thy servant; for I
have done very foolishly.
17And David spake unto the LORD when he saw the angel that smote the people, and said, Lo, I have sinned,
and I have done wickedly: but these sheep, what have they done? let thine hand, I pray thee, be against me,
and against my father's house.
18And Gad came that day to David, and said unto him, Go up, rear an altar unto the LORD in the threshingfloor
of Araunah the Jebusite.
19And David, according to the saying of Gad, went up as the LORD commanded.
20And Araunah looked, and saw the king and his servants coming on toward him: and Araunah went out, and
bowed himself before the king on his face upon the ground.
21And Araunah said, Wherefore is my lord the king come to his servant? And David said, To buy the
threshingfloor of thee, to build an altar unto the LORD, that the plague may be stayed from the people.
22And Araunah said unto David, Let my lord the king take and offer up what seemeth good unto him: behold,
here be oxen for burnt sacrifice, and threshing instruments and other instruments of the oxen for wood.
23All these things did Araunah, as a king, give unto the king. And Araunah said unto the king, The LORD thy
God accept thee.
24And the king said unto Araunah, Nay; but I will surely buy it of thee at a price: neither will I offer burnt
offerings unto the LORD my God of that which doth cost me nothing. So David bought the threshingfloor and
the oxen for fifty shekels of silver.
25And David built there an altar unto the LORD, and offered burnt offerings and peace offerings. So the LORD
was intreated for the land, and the plague was stayed from Israel.
___________________________________________________
Sarah Josepha Hale
The mother of Thanksgiving and "Mary Had a Little Lamb"
http://www.answers.com/topic/sarah-josepha-hale
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Her advocacy for the national holiday began in 1846 and lasted 17 years before it was successful.[26] In
support of the proposed national holiday, she wrote letters to five Presidents of the United States -- Zachary
Taylor, Millard Filmore, Franklin Pierce, James Buchanan, and Abraham Lincoln. Her initial letters failed
to persuade, but the letter she wrote to Lincoln did convince him to support legislation establishing a national
holiday of Thanksgiving in 1863.[27]
Her novel, published in the U.S. under the title Northwood: Life North and South and in London under the title,
A New England Tale, made her one of the first American women novelists and one of the first of either
gender to write a book about slavery. The book, which espoused New England virtues as the model to follow
for national prosperity, was immediately successful.[5] The novel not only espoused New England values, but
supported the re-Africanization of slaves in the colony of Liberia. It is an argument for Thomas Jefferson's
apprehension regarding the difficulty the races would encounter (and have encountered) in living
together with the specter of slavery between them. In her introduction to the second edition (1852) Sarah
Hale writes in the spirit that is characteristic of the principles by which she lived, "The great error of those who
would sever the Union rather than see a slave within its borders, is, that they forget the master is their
brother, as well as the servant; and that the spirit which seeks to do good to all and evil to none is the only
true Christian philanthropy." The premise of her book is just that. While slavery hurts and dehumanizes
slaves absolutely, it also dehumanizes the masters and retards the psychological, moral and technological
progress of their world.
___________________________________________________
THANKSGIVING LETTER
http://womenshistory.about.com/od/thanksgiving/a/sarah_hale_letter.htm
Sarah J. Hale to Abraham Lincoln, Monday, September 28, 1863 (Thanksgiving)
From Sarah J. Hale to Abraham Lincoln1, September 28, 1863
Philadelphia, Sept. 28th 1863.
Sir.-Permit me, as Editress of the "Lady's Book", to request a few minutes of your precious time, while laying before
you a subject of deep interest to myself and -- as I trust -- even to the President of our Republic, of some
importance. This subject is to have the day of our annual Thanksgiving made a National and fixed Union
Festival.
You may have observed that, for some years past, there has been an increasing interest felt in our land to have
the Thanksgiving held on the same day, in all the States; it now needs National recognition and authoritative
fixation, only, to become permanently, an American custom and institution.
Enclosed are three papers (being printed these are easily read) which will make the idea and its progress clear
and show also the popularity of the plan.
For the last fifteen years I have set forth this idea in the "Lady's Book", and placed the papers before the
Governors of all the States and Territories -- also I have sent these to our Ministers abroad, and our
Missionaries to the heathen -- and commanders in the Navy. From the recipients I have received, uniformly the
most kind approval. Two of these letters, one from Governor (now General) Banks and one from Governor
Morgan2 are enclosed; both gentlemen as you will see, have nobly aided to bring about the desired
Thanksgiving Union.
But I find there are obstacles not possible to be overcome without legislative aid -- that each State should, by
statute, make it obligatory on the Governor to appoint the last Thursday of November, annually, as
Thanksgiving Day; -- or, as this way would require years to be realized, it has ocurred to me that a
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proclamation from the President of the United States would be the best, surest and most fitting method of
National appointment.
I have written to my friend, Hon. Wm. H. Seward, and requested him to confer with President Lincoln on this
subject As the President of the United States has the power of appointments for the District of Columbia and the
Territories; also for the Army and Navy and all American citizens abroad who claim protection from the U. S.
Flag -- could he not, with right as well as duty, issue his proclamation for a Day of National Thanksgiving for
all the above classes of persons?
And would it not be fitting and patriotic for him to appeal to the Governors of all the States, inviting and
commending these to unite in issuing proclamations for the last Thursday in November as the Day of
Thanksgiving for the people of each State?
Thus the great Union Festival of America would be established.
Now the purpose of this letter is to entreat President Lincoln to put forth his Proclamation, appointing the last
Thursday in November (which falls this year on the 26th) as the National Thanksgiving for all those classes of
people who are under the National Government particularly, and commending this Union Thanksgiving to each
State Executive: thus, by the noble example and action of the President of the United States, the permanency
and unity of our Great American Festival of Thanksgiving would be forever secured.
An immediate proclamation would be necessary, so as to reach all the States in season for State appointments,
also to anticipate the early appointments by Governors.
Excuse the liberty I have taken
With profound respect
Yrs truly
Sarah Josepha Hale,
Editress of the "Ladys Book"
___________________________________________________
Would Senator Arlen Specter, from the state of William Penn, have told her to shut up and act like a lady?
(1) Sarah Josepha Hale > 435 sons of hell.
(1) Sarah Josepha Hale > 100 sons of hell
(1) Sarah Josepha Hale > President Obama

John Brown
* 1 Within the covers of the Bible are all the answers for all the problems men face. Ronald Reagan
* 2 Maccabees 9:5-12
And when he could not even endure his own stench, he said this: “It is right to submit to God and, since man is
mortal, not to think he is God's equal”
* 3 Luke 1:36-55 (KJV)
36 And, behold, thy cousin Elisabeth, she hath also conceived a son in her old age: and this is the sixth month
with her, who was called barren.
37 For with God nothing shall be impossible.
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► Curse of the Zeroes – Part 2 - USA's Civil War – Ephraim & Manasseh should have known !
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► Curse of the Zeroes – Part 2 - USA's Civil War – Ephraim &
Manasseh should have known !
Originally, the USA was founded mainly by two tribes of Israel, Ephraim and Manasseh, who were born to
Joesph in Egypt and led out of slavery later by God with Moses. Then later God scattered the ten tribes of Israel
because of their idol worship and baby killing. The Jews (Judah and Benjamin) would follow later.
There are two numbers you should pay special attention to “600,000” and “180,000”. So, I added this text
BEFORE my old article.
I have covered the following in extreme detail on my website for anyone that wants the information, about who
Obama is, who the “blacks” are, and why Obama dropped “the war on terror”.
Basically, the so called “blacks” (Cushites – white Ham and his son married the blacks of Kenya) were sold
into slavery to their “white” (Ephraim and Manasseh) in-laws most likely by the “afro-arabs” (what Obama's
relatives are called in Kenya) of Kenya. These are “Kenites”, ½ “Egyptian” ½ “black” - quite literally the seed
of Satan. Kenya in spoken Hebrew means Cain (Ken) our God (Yah), which is how they wanted the country
named, after their oral tradition.
Basically, white Ham slept with his white mother, Noah kicked him and his white son out. Ham and his sons
married into the blacks of Kenya and became known as Hamites and Cushites within that nation, even onto this
day. In turn, Kenya about 70 AD was invaded by the Kenites (fake Jews) when they fled because of the
Romans. This seed of Satan, Kenites (Obama's socialist relatives) sold the Cushites (from Ham) into slavery to
their white in-laws (13 colonies and the USA).
This fulfills not only the Old Testament and what Noah said, but, is confirmed by the Book Of Enoch !
=================================
Genesis 9 (KJV)
18 And the sons of Noah, that went forth of the ark, were Shem, and Ham, and Japheth: and Ham is the father of
Canaan.
22 And Ham, the father of Canaan, saw the nakedness of his father, and told his two brethren without.
25 And he said, Cursed be Canaan; a servant of servants shall he be unto his brethren.
26 And he said, Blessed be the Lord God of Shem; and Canaan shall be his servant.
27 God shall enlarge Japheth, and he shall dwell in the tents of Shem; and Canaan shall be his servant.
=================================
saw the nakedness of his father = slept with his wife !
Servant said three times !
Now, here is the kicker, this was foretold in the Book of Enoch written many years earlier !
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=================================
Book of Enoch (*4)
89.9 And that white bull, who became a man, went out from that vessel,
and the three bulls with him. And one of the three bulls was white, like that bull, and one of them was red as
blood, and one was black.
=================================
that white bull = Noah
and one was black = Cushites of Kenya and of America
red = Russia/Edom
What follows 89.9 is the story of Joseph being sold into slavery !
=================================
89.13 And when those twelve sheep had grown, they handed one of their number over to the asses, and those in
turn, handed that sheep over to the wolves; and that sheep grew up amongst the wolves.
(Joseph)
89.14 And the Lord brought the eleven sheep to dwell with it, and to pasture with it amongst the wolves, and
they increased and became many flocks of sheep.
=================================
(the other eleven sons of Jacob aka Israel)
=================================
Exodus 12 (KJV)
36 And the Lord gave the people favour in the sight of the Egyptians, so that they lent unto them such things as
they required. And they spoiled the Egyptians.

37 And the children of Israel journeyed from Rameses to Succoth, about six hundred thousand on foot that
were men, beside children.
=================================

Israel (which included Ephraim and Manasseh that would found the USA) left the SLAVERY of Egypt with
about 600,000 fighting men. Now how many fighting men died in our Civil War ?

http://www.civilwar.org/education/history/faq/
Approximately 620,000 soldiers died from combat, accident, starvation, and disease during the Civil War.

What does the number 180,000 mean in the Bible ? Civil War and oppression. This number is buried
throughout out history right up to Korea, Afghanistan, and Iraq !
► TQO#182 Glenn Beck's show and the 180,000 Assyrians (click)
From:
► TQO#176 "180,000" the # of oppression and the end of this earth age? (click)
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ALL MEN ARE BROTHERS - PART 1
http://www.coax.net/people/lwf/ALL_MEN.HTM
"An estimated 180,000 soldiers, a combination of free men of colour and men of color formerly not free, served
in the armies of the United States of American during the Civil War."

180,000 means Civil War in Bible numerics.

So, the nation of Ephraim and Manasseh, which had fled slavery with the 600,000 of Israel from Egypt, had
600,000 killed during it's Civil War, and even more then that, had 180,000 “blacks” (Cushites) fight in the Civil
War for their freedom.
(now unto the older article of mine)
Date: 2010-01-28 "Mary Had a Little Lamb"
► The Bible and Time Lines in American History
First, taking nothing I say as absolute truth.
These are points for you to consider, use your own judgment. Most of all, only trust as truth what you read in a
unmolested King James Bible (I do not mean the original 1611, I mean not the "new" - I like Nelson's). This
way using an original unmolested Strongs, you can trace back the English words to their original languages.
Imho, I think the large print Companion Bible from Shepard’s Chapel Church is the best.

If any man speaks a word and it goes against God's law or Word, point it out, and if he does not change,
discount him until he changes. The same goes with me.

That being said I was led to solve that long standing "Curse of the Zeros" by using the Bible and why President
Reagan did not die. I would like to give you a math lesson on the USA using the Bible and what it means today.

► I mean, it is pretty weird that every President, since the founding of our country, elected in a year ending in
zero died in office. What are the odds of that happening?
The 1st President that died in office was elected in 1840. For it to happen ONLY to them, ALL elected from
1840 to 1960, with the year ending in zero? (note: Fillmore was not elected in 1850! Filmore succeeded
Taylor (He=#8! ) who WAS elected in 1840 as Vice President! )

► It happened to all 7 of them and only them. Out of 35 Presidents. What are the odds of that? To happen
every 20 years, and only that, which is a generation in the Bible, without fail. What are the odds of that
happening?

But, first go to this and read it, it makes this this page much shorter:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Curse_of_Tecumseh (click here)
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There are errors on this page, I might correct them later.

Note even famous columnist Jack Anderson (he disliked Pelosi and thought she was corrupt ...) noticed it and
wondered why President Ronald Reagan did not die, like he was suppose to. It goes to Bible numerics and
God's grace.
Time Lines in American History
► 1613 slave post opened in Manhattan (where WTC 01-07 were located)
► --1613 tobacco introduced
► --1613 "Good Newes from Virginia"
► --1613 Baptism of Pocahontas
250 years of slavery to
► 1863 Thanksgiving
► 1865 Lincoln's speech
100 years - children of promise (1860-1960)
► 1880 James A. Garfield
► 1900 William McKinley
► 1920 Warren G. Harding
► 1940 Franklin Delano Roosevelt
► 1960 John F. Kennedy
120 years - Divine Period of Probation (1860 Lincoln – 1980 Reagan)
► 1980 President Reagan
========================================
► #250 (2+5+0=#7 Completeness)
The key to all this is the line in Lincoln's second inaugural address "until all the wealth piled by the bond-man's
two hundred and fifty years of unrequited toil shall be sunk" and Thanksgiving.

Why was this one of Lincoln's favorite speeches? What did Lincoln mean and what books had he read?
Someone against slavery. What of the #250?

It goes back to Thanksgiving being declared a national holiday in 1863, after we forgot God as a nation for over
40 years. This is the key to many things. 1863-250 years = 1613.

What happened in 1613 that President Lincoln would have known and referenced?
Year 1613
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proto-globalization (click here)
"The selling of slaves to the New World opened up trading posts in North America; the Dutch opened their first
on Manhattan Island in 1613."

Where was the World Trade Center with "7" buildings and the Twin Towers of 9/11 located? Manhattan.

There are many things tied to this with the #11, but, I will leave that for other web sites.

► Curse of the Zeroes – Part 5 - the whore of Babylon and NYC's seven mountains (click)
Year 1613 the introduction of tobacco. Were slaves used to harvest and pick it? Was it one of the crops behind
the economics that started the Civil War?

Did it escape Lincoln's notice that so many "founding" fathers (I consider the "true" founding fathers the
original colonists) were from Virginia?

Year 1613 "Good Newes from Virginia" by the preacher Alexander Whitaker.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_Whitaker (click here)

He said in this of the Indians "servants of sinne and slaves of the divill," but also recognizes them as "sons of
Adam," who are "a very understanding generation, quicke of apprehension, suddaine in their despatches, subtile
in their dealings, exquisite in their inventions, and industrious in their labour."
Wait, did a clergy man educated at Trinity College, Cambridge England called Indians "sons of Adam"? A pretty
bold statement in the colonies at that time! Did he them or compliment them? Did they wander to the Americas
from over the Bering straight or arrive by boat ?

The kicker is how the Indians cooked their fish on cedar planks, this dates back to the building of Solomon's
temple !

How did President Harrison elected in 1840 treat these "sons" of Adam? Not too kindly. It is not without reason
they called hard alcohol and rum "demon liquor".
► Figuring the odds
From Lincoln's speech 250 years of slavery / 50 years of Jubilee (where you are suppose to set slaves free) = 5
periods
# 5 = God's Grace, Peace, Protection, Covering, Age or Season in Time
Five Presidents, besides Lincoln, elected in a year ending with a zero died in office past that speech, hence the
curse of the zeros, or as I coined it “Curse of the Zeroes”.
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----1880 James A. Garfield Assassination
----1900 William McKinley Assassination
----1920 Warren G. Harding Assassination – poisoned heart attack
----1940 Franklin Delano Roosevelt (stayed too long) died of polio
----1960 John F. Kennedy last Assassination
Five died by the sword (Lincoln, Garfield, McKinley, Harding, Kennedy).
The death of the 1st president in 1840 was because he rejected Thanksgiving and declared himself righteous.
You have to separate that from the “5”
It happened every 20 years, which is every generation.
#20 = Redemption (2 + 0 = 2) of Mankind
35 total presidents and starting in 1840, seven elected Presidents died in office.
In the Bible these numbers represent:
# 5 - God's Grace, Peace, Protection, Age or Season in Time
# 7 - Fullness, Completeness, Innumerable (the "series is complete in 7")
#23 - Death (the opposite or "turned" of the "#32 - covenant" )
#35 - Hope (#35 Hope "turned" to hex$ = #23)
35 presidents / # 5 due Jubilees = #7 Completeness (spiritual)
--- seven total elected presidents (all on zero) have died in office

35/#7 (elected presidents dead) = # 5 (Grace season in time )
This is a complete circle.

John Brown
* 1 Within the covers of the Bible are all the answers for all the problems men face. Ronald Reagan

* 2 Maccabees 9:5-12
And when he could not even endure his own stench, he said this: “It is right to submit to God and, since man is
mortal, not to think he is God's equal”

*4 The Book of Enoch
A Modern English Translation of the Ethiopian Book of Enoch with introduction and notes by Andy McCracken
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► Curse of the Zeroes – Part 3 - Solved = USA Judged to be Murderers by God
1st Published : 2013-02-08b 15:22
Revised
: 2016-09-11
► Curse of the Zeroes – Part 3 - Solved = USA Judged to be Murderers by God

God left his fingerprint on American history and it went unsolved until a few years ago when God opened my
mind to the code and solution. I am sad to report, I was compelled to finish the rest of it, that I only hinted at
previously, and it is not good news for the USA. We have been judged murderers and the nation will be divided.

The fingerprint is known as The Curse of the Zeroes, basically a President elected to office in a year that can be
evenly divided by 20 (hence Zero Curse) died in office:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Curse_of_tippecanoe

“The name Curse of Tippecanoe (also known as Tecumseh's Curse, the Presidential Curse, Zero-Year Curse, the
Twenty-Year Curse, or the Twenty-Year Presidential Jinx) is used to describe the regular death in office of
Presidents of the United States elected or re-elected in years divisible by twenty, from William Henry Harrison
(elected in 1840) through John F. Kennedy (1960). Ronald Reagan, elected in 1980, was shot and survived;
George W. Bush (2000) survived an attempt on his life unharmed.”

As for this:
“The only president who died in office without being elected in a "cursed" year was Zachary Taylor, who was
elected in 1848 and died in 1850”.

It is wrong! Taylor was elected in a zero year, as a vice president as in “tippecanoe and taylor too”!

His death was the part of the Thanksgiving punishment when first Harrison and then Taylor ignored Ms. Hale's
letter.

You can't serve two masters *1

Matthew 6:24 (KJV)
“24 No man can serve two masters: for either he will hate the one, and love the other; or else he will hold to the
one, and despise the other. Ye cannot serve God and mammon.”

The USA was comprised of the lost tribes of Israel, mostly Ephraim and Manasseh, that God scattered as
promised for their idol worship and baby killing, then eventually put them here in a land of milk and honey.
They should have remembered how they were treated by Egypt as slaves. They should have remembered what
they mocked the King about in the Declaration of Independence, that their duty and goal was to promote Jesus
throughout the land. As was set forth in the colony charters, except Georgia, and early State Constitutions.

Yet, that is what slavery was all about, mammon. You were suppose to let slaves go, especially your brother,
after 50 years during the Jubilee period. The “black” slaves were mostly in laws through white Ham that
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married into the blacks of Africa, these are still called Cushites in Kenya today, as an example. Many of these
Cushites were sold into slavery by their own countrymen, northern Egyptian invaders, aka Kenites. An example
would be the first Kenyan president was Egyptian and his name, before he changed it, meant “silent warrior”
aka Kenite. Same race as the person Obama likes to call his “Kenyan father”. In Kenya these people are known
as “Afro-Arabs”.

I refer you to an “Arab” that told the truth and was eliminated because of it.

► TQO#198 – Words that killed Gaddafi and the Ambassador (click)
Gaddafi words that ended his life:
“Now ruling America is a black man from our continent, an African from Arab descent, ...He knows he is a son
of Africa. Regardless of his African belonging, he is of Arab Sudanese descent, or of Muslim descent.”
So, the children of Satan (Arab Kenites) sold the black Cushites (in laws through Noah) into slavery to the Arab
slave traders. This fulfills the words of Noah.

=================================
Genesis 9 (KJV)
24 And Noah awoke from his wine, and knew what his younger son had done unto him.
25 And he said, Cursed be Canaan; a servant of servants shall he be unto his brethren.
26 And he said, Blessed be the Lord God of Shem; and Canaan shall be his servant.
27 God shall enlarge Japheth, and he shall dwell in the tents of Shem; and Canaan shall be his servant.
=================================

So, Satan's children (Kenites) help sell into slavery the grandchildren of Noah through Ham/Canaan to Noah's
grandchildren of Japheth and Shem. This is what God meant by :

=================================
Genesis 3:1 (KJV)
3 Now the serpent was more subtil than any beast of the field which the Lord God had made. And he said
unto the woman, Yea, hath God said, Ye shall not eat of every tree of the garden?
=================================

Who are the Cushites/Hamites today in America? From my observation these would be the stereotypical
“black” people with fat lips, flat wide flared noses. The men tend to be short, stocky, strong, with thick strong
hands. The women will be a bit taller, heavy set, pear shaped, heavy legs with wide hips. The men will have
quick tempers (like their Irish brothers), the women will be excitable, though very nurturing and emotional.

As they are ruled over in Kenya by Arabs, so are they in the USA. How to identify an Afro-Arab, the best way
is by actions, though it is as plain as the nose on their face. They have Jewish/Arab type noses such as Charlie
Rangel and the “Rev.” Al Sharpton. Do, they know who they are? You be the judge.
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http://www.obamasucks.tv/docs/tqo89.htm
Al Sharpton “White folks was [sic] in caves while we was building empires.... We taught philosophy and
astrology and mathematics before Socrates and them Greek homos ever got around to it."

Since he is not from China then that infers Egypt. This same type statement is what got Gaddafi killed.

Kenya in spoken Hebrew means Cain (Ken) our God (Yah) aka Kenites – See Strongs Hebrew #7017. They
asked the British to be named this as in their oral tradition. In the FWIW category, the godless Supreme Court
“Justice” lesbian from Obama (aka Barry Soetoro) calls herself a Jew, she is a Kenite too . Do an internet
search for “King Kagen” kenite.

This is what Jesus meant by:
=================================
Revelation 3:9 (KJV)
9 Behold, I will make them of the synagogue of Satan, which say they are Jews, and are not, but do lie;
behold, I will make them to come and worship before thy feet, and to know that I have loved thee.
=================================

FWIW: After the new covenant of the cross, a member of Israel is a Christian that loves Jesus, not someone that
denies him, no matter what their bloodline is or the physical location.

Many today believe the Indians were one of the lost tribes of Israel, especially being “ruddy”. Many were
converted to Christianity, Congress printed Bibles for them, Thomas Jefferson even wrote a condensed Bible for
them. The result? America broke it's written treaties, unlike William Penn who lived in peace with the Indians
on a hand shake and no weapons, and took their land. Worse in some places such as Georgia they took the
property of converted CHRISTIAN Indians and treated them brutally. They did the same to free blacks. So, for
the Indians we have The Trail of Tears among other things and the supposed “Curse of Tecumseh”. I use to
think Tecumseh was nothing more then a pagan witch doctor, I may have been wrong, there is no way to find
out after all these years if he was Christan or not with any certainity.

The “curses”, which I call judgments, were all God's doing because he was so displeased with the new USA.
They did not honor him with a national Thanksgiving anymore and they made slaves of their brothers, broke
written treaties, and once a new free mason nation, did not set the slaves free within 50 years, a Jubilee period.
It was Manifest Destiny that the USA would be a great nation here. It is how that it was accomplished that was
the heavy sin.

Imagine you are God, your chosen people who are suppose to bring their brothers to Jesus, call the blacks
animals, racially inferior and from apes (though you all came from Noah's three white sons), treat them worse
then live stock, steal their property while fornicating with them, and raping them. Then you cut off the feet and
other body parts of escaped slaves or murder them in direct contrast to God's written rules on slaves.

This is what the Curse of the Zeroes is about from (1840 Thanksgiving) 1860-1960.

So, you have a reference, this page contains Bible Numerics and I have found it be be true, easy to read, and
handy.
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http://biblenumbersforlife.com/tag/numerics/

I am not a Bible “scholar”, so, I can not vouch for all the information on the above pages. But, I have read a few
versions of the Bible cover to cover a few times, so, I do know the basic numbers and believe the above link to
be trust worthy, as much as any man can interpret God's numbers.

My earlier articles which have been revised and renamed:

► Curse of the Zeroes – Part 1 – The Bible, USA's Civil War, “ Mary Had a Little Lamb” (click)

► Curse of the Zeroes – Part 2 – USA's Civil War – Ephraim & Manasseh should have known ! (click)
Two years ago I saw some kind of connection between some of the Bible numerics and other numbers. As an
old time machine language programmer, what I found out was that there are pairs of numbers where their
hexadecimal equivalent is the compliment of them or the exact opposite. This computer code is the final key to
solving the rest of the Curse of the Zeroes.

The Jubilee, when you are suppose to let slaves go, as an example since it is the key to solving the five deaths of
the presidents by the sword that President Lincoln mentioned (250 years Lincoln mentioned divided by 50).

decimal #50 PURIFICATION – Jubilee = hexadecimal #32 FELLOWSHIP

Okay, in the wiki Curses link above:

“Like the presidents who had died in office, Reagan was succeeded in office by his vice president, George H.
W. Bush, which was historically unusual given that Bush was the first incumbent vice president in 152 years to
assume the presidency by direct election. The last incumbent vice president to win election had been Martin Van
Buren, William Henry Harrison's immediate predecessor in office.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Presidents_of_the_United_States

What is the Curse of the Zeroes about?

President Bush Sr was # 152 = 152 AUTHORITY OF SCRIPTURE. What does God think, hexadecimal #98
RELIGIOUS LEADER BLIND

Need to know anything else #152 about Bush #41?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Governorship_of_George_W._Bush
“Under his leadership, Texas executed 152 prisoners, more than any previous governor in modern American
history;”
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Even his own son, President Bush #43 could not get away from #152.

http://www.cnn.com/2015/10/31/politics/bush-gore-2000-election-results-studies/
“Strict standard: Bush +152 ("By the strictest standard — one that requires a completely clean punch for the
vote to count — Bush would have won by 152 votes. Some cleanly punched ballots were disqualified by
counting-machines because of glitches, such as two ballots sticking together.")”

You might find this interesting to read:

Second-term curse
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second-term_curse
“According to the "curse", the second terms of recent presidents have usually been plagued by a major scandal,
policy inertia, some sort of catastrophe, or other problems.”

Now for these zero year presidents, and their place in history, God tells you what God thought about them, what
they did, and their hex$ points to that.

9th 1840 President William Henry Harrison died in office - natural causes
16th 1860 President Abraham Lincoln died in office - by the sword #1
20th 1880 President James A. Garfield died in office – by the sword #2
25th 1900 President William McKinley died in office – by the sword #3
29th 1920 President Warren G. Harding died in office – by the sword #4
32th 1940 President Franklin D. Roosevelt died in office – natural causes
35th 1960 President John F. Kennedy died in office - by the sword #5

7 dead presidents #7 = SPIRITUAL THINGS: The End, Fullness

40th 1980 President Ronald Reagan
#40 = Probation President, after this, man rules.

9th hex$ #9 1840 President William Henry Harrison
16th hex$ #10 1860 President Abraham Lincoln
20th hex$ #14 1880 President James A. Garfield
25th hex$ #19 1900 President William McKinley
29th hex$ #1d 1920 President Warren G. Harding
32th hex$ #20 1940 President Franklin Delano Roosevelt
35th hex$ #23 1960 President John F. Kennedy

40th hex$ #28 1980 President Ronald Reagan
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The four Presidents that follow:

41st hex$ #29 1988 President George H. W. Bush
42nd hex$ #2a 1992 President Bill Clinton
43rd hex$ #2b 2000 President George W. Bush
44th hex$ #2c 2008 “President” Obama

Now onto the Bible numbers

9th 1840 President William Henry Harrison
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Henry_Harrison
9th SPIRIT / JUDGMENT
hex$ #9 SPIRIT / JUDGMENT

“the oldest president to take office until Ronald Reagan in 1981, and last President to be born before the United
States Declaration of Independence. “

From the wiki link: “Her family holds that Dilsia, a female slave belonging to William Henry Harrison, had six
children by him, born into slavery. Four were said to be sold to a planter in La Grange, Georgia, including a
daughter, Marie Harrison. Marie was Madeline's mother.”

He delivered the longest inaugural address in American history and served the shortest term, 32 days. After
what happened with the Indians and all he did, including probably selling his own seed/children into slavery
with as much concern as for cattle, this was his Nebuchadnezzar moment.

When a group arrived in his office on March 16 to demand the removal of all Democrats from any appointed
office, Harrison proclaimed, "So help me God, I will resign my office before I can be guilty of such an
iniquity!”
=================================
“Daniel 5:20
20 But when his heart was lifted up, and his mind hardened in pride, he was deposed from his kingly throne,
and they took his glory from him:”
=================================

1860 President Abraham Lincoln
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abraham_Lincoln
16th SACRIFICE: Love, Obedience
hex$ #10 TESTIMONY: Law, Account

Obedience
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“I made a solemn vow before God, that if General Lee was driven back from Pennsylvania, I would crown the
result by the declaration of freedom to the slaves.”

"Mary Had a Little Lamb" Sarah Josepha Hale spent 17 years imploring our leaders to acknowledge God with a
national Thanksgiving, after not doing it for 40+ years. The Civil War started after the 40 year probation period
was up for that and the 50 year period was up for the Jubilee. What John Brown did at Harper's Ferry not only
was not sanctioned by God, it was doomed to fail because those 40 and 50 year periods had to pass for God's
judgment.

#17 = VICTORY hex$ #11 = HIDING: Protection, Mystery, Fear -OR-11 Disorder and judgment

President Lincoln's testimony, from President Lincoln's declaration of Thanksgiving as a national holiday in
1863, in the middle of the Civil War, after receiving Sarah Josepha Hale's letter.

“No human counsel hath devised nor hath any mortal hand worked out these great things. They are the gracious
gifts of the Most High God, who, while dealing with us in anger for our sins, hath nevertheless remembered
mercy. “

You want to know why President Lincoln aged 40 years in office? Imagine you hate with a passion John Brown
who you blame for the start of the Civil War, then while holding Sarah Josepha Hale's letter God reminds of you
of the 40 year probation period and the death of the two previously elected Presidents along with the Jubilee
period, with you being directly responsible for 400,000+ deaths.

1880 President James A. Garfield
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_A._Garfield
20th REDEMPTION
hex$ #14 RIGHTEOUS

An unsubstantiated rumor of an affair caused a brief friction in the Garfield marriage of which Lucretia
graciously overlooked.[43]

Garfield made the following comment in 1862 concerning slavery: "...if a man is black, be he friend or foe, he is
thought best kept at a distance. It is hardly possible God will let us succeed while such enormities are
practiced."

Garfield appointed several African-Americans to prominent federal positions. A year later, Garfield entered
politics as a Republican, after campaigning for the party's antislavery platform in Ohio.

In 1858, a migrant freethinker and evolutionary named Denton challenged him to a debate (Charles Darwin's
Origin of Species was published the next year). The debate, which lasted over a week, was considered as won
convincingly by Garfield.[23]
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1900 President William McKinley
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_McKinley
25th PAYMENT FOR SIN
hex$ #19 FAITH

A businessman in Youngstown, Robert Walker, had lent money to McKinley in their younger days; in gratitude,
McKinley had often guaranteed Walker's borrowings for his business. The governor had never kept track of
what he was signing; he believed Walker a sound businessman. In fact, Walker had deceived McKinley, telling
him that new notes were actually renewals of matured ones. Walker was ruined by the recession; McKinley was
called upon for repayment in February 1893. The total owed was over $100,000 and a despairing McKinley
initially proposed to resign as governor and earn the money as an attorney. Instead, McKinley's wealthy
supporters, including Hanna and Chicago publisher H. H. Kohlsaat, became trustees of a fund from which the
notes would be paid. Both William and Ida McKinley placed their property in the hands of the fund's trustees
(who included Hanna and Kohlsaat), and the supporters raised and contributed a substantial sum of money. All
of the couple's property was returned to them by the end of 1893, and when McKinley, who had promised
eventual repayment, asked for the list of contributors, it was refused him.

19 FAITH
Religiously, the family was staunchly Methodist and young William followed in that tradition, becoming active
in the local Methodist church at the age of sixteen. He was a lifelong pious Methodist

Relatives and friends gathered around the dying man's bed as Ida McKinley sobbed over him, stating that she
wanted to go with him. "We are all going, we are all going," her husband replied. "God's will be done, not
ours."

By some accounts, those were his final words; he may also have sung part of his favorite hymn, "Nearer, My
God, to Thee".

My note: One of our most righteous presidents.
•

► TQO#283 “Curse of the Zeroes” - the reason Obama renamed Mount McKinley (click)

1920 President Warren G. Harding
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Warren_G._Harding
29th HOLY ONE(S)
hex$ #1d UNITY: Beginning

My note: The founding fathers were holy ones, that brought the country together, in the beginning.

29 Number 29 HOLY ONE(S)
It was Harding who first used the phrase "Founding Fathers," including it in his keynote address to the 1916
Republican National Convention.
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1D - 1 UNITY: Beginning

He was "the harmonizer", declaring that a "righteous mean" could always be obtained on an issue.

Republican Senators and other leaders, who were divided without a singular political boss, met in Room 404 of
the Blackstone Hotel in Chicago and after a nightlong session, tentatively concluded Harding was the best
possible compromise candidate. According to Francis Russell, though additional meetings took place, this
particular meeting came to be known as the "smoke filled room".[72] Before receiving the formal nod, Harding
was summoned by George Harvey, told he was considered to be the consensus nominee, and asked if he knew,
"before God", whether there was anything in his life which would be an impediment. After mulling the question
over for some minutes, he replied no, despite alleged adulterous affairs.

Harding ran on a promise to "Return to Normalcy", a seldom-used term he popularized, and healing for the
nation after World War I.

President Harding's sudden death led to theories that he had been poisoned or committed suicide. Mrs.
Harding's refusal to allow an autopsy on President Harding only added to the speculation.

1940 President Franklin Delano Roosevelt
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franklin_D._Roosevelt
32th FELLOWSHIP
hex$ #20 REDEMPTION/Generation

32 FELLOWSHIP

He was heavily influenced by its headmaster, Endicott Peabody, who preached the duty of Christians to help the
less fortunate and urged his students to enter public service.

He was first initiated in the Independent Order of Odd Fellows and was initiated into Freemasonry on October
11, 1911, at Holland Lodge No. 8 in New York City.[25][26]

20 REDEMPTION/Generation

As for generation maybe it is this: As Allen Drury later said, “so ended an era, and so began another.”
I “believe” it is these three things:

#1 “When World War II broke out in 1939, Roosevelt rejected the Wilsonian neutrality stance and sought ways
to assist Britain and France militarily.”

#2 “ In July 1941, after Japan occupied the remainder of Indo-China, he cut off the sale of oil to Japan which
thus lost more than 95 percent of its oil supply. “
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My personal note: What the Japanese did to China and Korea was horrible. In one Chinese city the Japanese
raped and killed 200,000 women and children and I have watched while the Japanese soldiers threw babies up
in the air and laughed as they came down on bayonets.

My personal note: Pearl Harbor Dec 7th 1941 happened exactly seven years after the Japanese ambassador
stated Japan would never attack the USA! Read my earlier column on the same recent Chinese statement.

Though, for redemption, being a personal thing, maybe FDR might have found redemption on his death bed for
all the bad things he did and supported. Considering the Curse of the Zeroes was about 250 years of slavery, I
would heavily weigh this if I could only pick one.

#3 African-Americans and Native Americans fared well in two New Deal relief programs, the Indian
Reorganization Act and the Civilian Conservation Corps. Sitkoff reported that the WPA "provided an economic
floor for the whole black community in the 1930s, rivaling both agriculture and domestic service as the chief
source" of income.

1960 President John F. Kennedy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_F._Kennedy
35th SUFFERING SERVANT: Hope
hex$ #23 DEATH: Punishment

A World War II hero on PT-109, who suffered greatly from a bad back. “Ask not what your country can do for
you, ask what you can do for your country”. JFK was looked upon as the “hope” president around the world.

His extreme adultery was probably his death and punishment.

JFK's favorite poem by "Alan Seeger" "I Have a Rendezvous with Death"

http://emmasu10.wordpress.com/2009/01/11/i-have-a-rendezvous-with-deathpoetry-analysis/

1980 President Ronald Reagan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ronald_Reagan
40th SEVERE TEST/Probation period
hex$ #28 CHRIST IN YOU: GOD IN YOU

For those that remember living through Jimmy Carter and his 21% interest rates, high gas prices, gas rations,
unemployment, bad moral, and bad economy, it was a severe test for President Reagan to inherit. Especially
dealing with the democrat Congress. Unlike Obama, President Reagan did not spent his 1st four years blaming
his predecessor. President Ronald Reagan killed the evil empire with SDI, without a world war.

President Ronald Reagan was our probation president to get right with God. The Mexico Accord against
abortion from President Reagan, Obama rescinded. God blessed President Reagan and his works.
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My favorite quote of President Ronald Reagan sums up #28

“Within the covers of the Bible are all the answers for all the problems men face”

1988 President George H.W. Bush
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_H._W._Bush
41st MAN'S RULE(S)
hex$ #29 HOLY ONE(S)

Many people can recognize our country went down hill fast after Reagan. Now, we start under man's rule, the
120 year period/generation/probation of God's guidance is over, from 1860-1980.

Many people call the generation that fought World War II the “last” or “great” generation. President Bush was a
WWII pilot shot down in the Pacific by the Japanese and rescued by a submarine, at great risk. The two other
men with him died. He was the last President of the “holy ones” aka “great” generation.

If you want to see God's hand in WWII, then study the Battle of the Bulge and the prayer General Patton handed
out and what happened afterward. The Battle Of Midway is another example of exact timing and how indecisive
the Japanese commanders became, that cost them the battle and the war.
As for generation.

This is the part of the parable of the fig tree Jesus told you to learn. In 1948 the second fig tree was planted by
God when Israel became a nation for a 2nd time. All the presidents following will be born close to or after the
second fig tree with the good and bad fruit. Satan comes back before that generation passes. There is a deeper
meaning of the fig tree with how it reproduces which among other things, disproves evolution and what kind of
fig you should not eat and which “wasp” seeds you should not swallow (want to know what Adam and Eve did
in the Garden of Eden with Satan ...)

It is a “delusion” the world is given to think that Jerusalem is Israel, so the false messiah is put there to be
“Israel” to the world (rapture me … NOT), when you are not really a “Jew” unless you believe in the only
begotten son of God (aka Israel aka Jesus Christ).

I suggest you read all of Luke 21 if you want to know what is going on today in the world.

Speaking of which, did you know Obama is the 1st president elected to office, born after the planting of the 2nd
fig tree (Israel 1948)? How is our 1st fig tree (2nd fig tree) president working out for you and the world?

=================================
Luke 21 (KJV)
29 And he spake to them a parable; Behold the fig tree, and all the trees;
30 When they now shoot forth, ye see and know of your own selves that summer is now nigh at hand.
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31 So likewise ye, when ye see these things come to pass, know ye that the kingdom of God is nigh at hand.
32 Verily I say unto you, This generation shall not pass away, till all be fulfilled.
33 Heaven and earth shall pass away: but my words shall not pass away.
=================================

When will Satan return as the false messiah?

Before “this generation” passes away. A generation/period can be 20, 40, 50, 70, 120.

So, from 1948 that would be BEFORE:

1948+20 = 1968
1948+40 = 1988 Bush elected
1948+50 = 1998 see my 1998 Clinton letter below about generations
1948+70 = 2018
1948+120 = 2068

The reason I believe it is #70 is because of how #70 is used throughout the Bible and when Abraham was born,
plus, everything we are seeing happening in the Middle East.

Please reference the Companion Bible (last written in 1923? by someone the believed in the FALSE rapture
deception) Appendix 50, page 50.
“1948 (years) From the creation to beginning of Terah (70)”

God planted the 1st fig tree, Terah, 1948 years from “the creation”. He in turn 70 years later had Abram who
ended up being the father of Israel.

=================================
Genesis 11
26 And Terah lived seventy years, and begat Abram, Nahor, and Haran.
32 And the days of Terah were two hundred and five years: and Terah died in Haran.
=================================

When Israel entered Egypt, it was with 70 souls, when they left Egypt, they rested under 70 palm trees.

=================================
Exodus 15:27 (KJV)
27 And they came to Elim, where were twelve wells of water, and threescore and ten palm trees: and they
encamped there by the waters.
=================================
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I voted for Ross Perot twice when the national debt was “only” $5.9 trillion. Thanks to the so called
“republicans” and DemonOrats it is now $17,000,000,000,000. Not counting the $2.5 trillion they stole from
Social inSecurity. The Lord of the Flies is in president #44, the New World Order and Satan's one world
government can not be far behind. I do not think the world will make it even close to 2018, before Satan returns
in his own body, in Jerusalem, as the false messiah. Which brings us to ...

#2 in the Bible stands for division, Satan's number.

#2 – how the USA becomes more divided in 3 ways under 3 presidents

2 DIVISION

1992 President Bill Clinton
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bill_Clinton
42nd 42 EVIL MAN
hex$ #2a DIVISION: Divide, Break Apart, Witness

“He implemented Don't ask, don't tell, a controversial intermediate step to full gay military integration.”

gay = homosexual = Year 2013 = see Lev 20:13

Did you know Mr. and Mrs. Clinton pass messages back and forth from the spirit of “Eleanor” (Roosevelt) to
each other, that advises them on their course of actions? What familiar spirit with which do you think they are
dealing?

Maybe we should nickname Mrs. Hillary Clinton the Witch of Endor (look it up in a Bible).

“Leviticus 20
13 If a man also lie with mankind, as he lieth with a woman, both of them have committed an abomination: they
shall surely be put to death; their blood shall be upon them.”

What can I say about Slick Willie, except I was stupid enough to believe him when he said “I did not have sex
with that woman” when he blamed it on right wing conspiracy. LIAR. He did nasty things with Monica and
cigars at the same desk where President Ronald Reagan always wore a suit out of respect for the Oval Office.
LIAR LIAR LIAR rapist. God has his number and I can't wait until he rings it.

What I said about Clinton in 1998 when I was a naive baby Christian drinking milk.

► TP#72 One of my letters from 1998 - a lesson in government
http://www.obamasucks.tv/docs/tp72.html
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To: Senator John Kerry
“I believe God “shed his grace on thee” and I believe we should deeply fear the immediate and future
consequences of allowing a leader to stay in office that lies under oath in front of God. Not only for
incurring God’s wrath as a country, but, for the moral decay and rot is sows for us and future generations.”

BONUS POINTS !
Bonus points for Obama for picking Kerry to be Sec. Of State, after Mrs. Clinton, that ignored this letter about
President Clinton, and ran against Bush. “Massachusetts Senator John Kerry. Kerry and other Democrats
attacked Bush on the Iraq War, and accused him of failing to stimulate the economy and job growth.” What
you call Obama must laugh his behind off everyday at his cleverness.

FWIW: 1998 = 666 + 666 + 666

2000 President George W. Bush
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_W._Bush
43rd HUMILIATION
hex$ #2b DIVISION: Divide, Break Apart, Witness

Humiliation
Where to start?
WMD, Afghanistan, Iraq, Katrina, TARP, 9/11, having Obama kill Bin Laden.

Obama blaming Bush for everything for four+ years, including to your face when invited as a guest, and then
picking Kerry for Sec. Of State. Bush does $700 billion for TRAP … I mean TARP, saves $350 billion for
Obama to spend any way he wishes, after Obama/McCain sat in on the planning. Then blames you after that and
the StimUwaste fails. I think that explains humiliation enough.

Personal Note: Thank you for serving with grace. I do not think you or your father ever took the loss of US
troops lightly. The WMD was all about the word of God and Saddam rebuilding Babylon.

2008 illegal “President” Obama
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barack_Obama
WHO WAS RESPONSIBLE…
44th Bloody Thirsty MURDERERS: Secret Societies hex$ #2c DIVISION: Divide, Break Apart, Witness

What is really special about Obama is he is the 1st President - of this generation- born after the planting
of the second Fig Tree, Israel, in 1948!

Did you know animals in the Bible, their number total in written Hebrew,
matches their chromosome pairs?
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It is very specific too. The bat is #44, but, do you know the only bat with 44 chromosome pairs is the
VAMPIRE bat. How do they kill their victims? By numbing the victims with saliva while they are asleep,
infecting them with the rabies virus so the victims foam at the mouth and act crazy while uttering nonsense.,
while sucking them dry. So … how is that black lives matter issue working out for America? How is Obama’s
hope and change working? How is that $20,000,000,000,000+ in debt and ISIS working out for you?

Obama has delivered every thing he promised in 2010 and will keep on delivering it to you and the world.

► Obama's Hidden Message in the State of The Union Speech 2010
http://www.obamasucks.tv/docs/sotu2010.html
The hidden message in Obama's speech the 1st paragraph reads :

For the world
periods of tranquility
midst of depression
moments of great strife

► TQO#237 Thank You God YHVH for confirming my Obama = Lord of the Flies, so soon !

www.obamasucks.tv/docs/tqo237.htm

You are a demon possessed socialist baby killer that mocks God and you have not hidden your secret world
from God and neither have all the other leaders. Justice would be that during the millennium you, Hillary, Gore,
and Bill Clinton are thrown together in a pit with only each other for company for 1,000 years. Better justice
will be me asking God to let me drop in every six months to sing the Song of Moses to you, for 1,000 years.

=========================================================
Deuteronomy 32
4 He is the Rock, his work is perfect: for all his ways are judgment: a God of truth and without iniquity, just and
right is he.
5 They have corrupted themselves, their spot is not the spot of his children: they are a perverse and crooked
generation.
6 Do ye thus requite the Lord, O foolish people and unwise? is not he thy father that hath bought thee? hath he
not made thee, and established thee?

31 For their rock is not as our Rock, even our enemies themselves being judges.
32 For their vine is of the vine of Sodom, and of the fields of Gomorrah: their grapes are grapes of gall,
their clusters are bitter:
33 Their wine is the poison of dragons, and the cruel venom of asps.
34 Is not this laid up in store with me, and sealed up among my treasures?
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35 To me belongeth vengeance and recompence; their foot shall slide in due time: for the day of their
calamity is at hand, and the things that shall come upon them make haste.
=========================================================

A: B: C: #153 below I inserted
=========================================================

Daniel 5 (KJV)
5 In the same hour came forth fingers of a man's hand, and wrote over against the candlestick upon the plaister
of the wall of the king's palace: and the king saw the part of the hand that wrote.

#153th verse *02
16 And I have heard of thee, that thou canst make interpretations, and dissolve doubts: now if thou canst
read the writing, and make known to me the interpretation thereof, thou shalt be clothed with scarlet, and have a
chain of gold about thy neck, and shalt be the third ruler in the kingdom.

17 Then Daniel answered and said before the king, Let thy gifts be to thyself, and give thy rewards to another;
yet I will read the writing unto the king, and make known to him the interpretation.

19 And for the majesty that he gave him, all people, nations, and languages, trembled and feared before him:
whom he would he slew; and whom he would he kept alive; and whom he would he set up; and whom he would
he put down.

20 But when his heart was lifted up, and his mind hardened in pride, he was deposed from his kingly throne,
and they took his glory from him:
25 And this is the writing that was written, Mene, Mene, Tekel, Upharsin.
“A:”
26 This is the interpretation of the thing: Mene; God hath numbered thy kingdom, and finished it.
“B:”
27 Tekel; Thou art weighed in the balances, and art found wanting.
“C:”
28 Peres; Thy kingdom is divided, and given to the Medes and Persians.

The number “153” and you *02

After praying to God #153 was given to me. I had originally deleted line 16, I did not want people to think I was
putting myself on equal footing with Daniel, a real sin. It is the 153rd verse, I did not know it was the 153rd
verse until I researched the #153 further. I put it back in.

1860+153=2013 *02
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Now that God had me look at #153, now I see the solution I first posted was in 2010. 1860+150=2010. #150 =
MAN'S WAY...

150 CURSE ON EVIL SONS

The final solution (this one) to the Curse of the Zeroes was solved 153 years after it was started. This is why
1840 is left out in the Curse of the Zeroes, that was because of the self-righteous president (with his words
approaching Nebuchadnezzar's pride) ignoring Thanksgiving and the Jubilee period had not passed yet (1791
Bill of “Rights”+50=1841).

See my letter from 1998 about Clinton and what I said?

http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/153us.htm

Note to the government alphabets about my numbers and my warning about the two choices that exalt man over
God:

“36: The addition of the first 36 numbers from 1 to 36 gives 666.”

“And naturally: 153 + 315 + 531 + 351 + 135 + 513 = 1998 = 666 + 666 + 666”

http://biblenumbersforlife.com/tag/numerics/
VAIN RELIGION SETS US BACK...
36 EXALTING MAN

Bible #153
From various websites, this is what the #153 means
http://www.asis.com/users/stag/numerics.html#153
http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/153us.htm

153 CONCLUSION NEED
or “Sons of God” has a numeric value of exactly 153 or The number of Fish Peter caught.

Writing on the Wall - America's Judgment as easy as the ABCs ?

This final solution has come after the 40 year probation period is over, which is Jan 2013, since the last Roe vs.
Wade was Jan 1973 (1st ruling Dec 1972) and 153 years after the start of the Judgment of the Zeroes.

How I interpret this division. For the relatively small number of slaves and Indians, blood was repaid drop for
drop, and that resulted in 600,000 dead from a Civil War/division. Probably worse then a bloody Civil War is to
have 40-60 million fall and worship the anti-Christ as Jesus, that means death to soul and body.
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America for 40 years of abortion, the 1st degree murder of 40 million+ innocent souls, in direct violation of
Luke 1:36- Luke 1:56, one of the most beautiful places in the Bible, your judgment and sentence is this:

152 AUTHORITY OF SCRIPTURE and hex#$ 98 RELIGIOUS LEADER BLIND

2a DIVISION A: You have been judged.
2b DIVISION B: You have been found guilty.
2c DIVISION C: God will not repent of the punishment.

#153 CONCLUSION

Murderers!
(late term abortion which Obama supports - black female baby - picture from blackgenocide.com)

1859 White abolitionist John Brown starts an armed slave revolt at Harpers Ferry . Hanged for treason. His last
words "“I John Brown am now quite certain that the crimes of this guilty land: will never be purged away; but
with Blood. I had as I now think: vainly flattered myself that without very much bloodshed; it might be done.”

► TQO#238 Christians and Pro-Life members – I beg you – Leave Sodom !
http://www.obamasucks.tv/docs/tqo238.html
Most of these areas are on fault lines and in the same geographical area. Since we are promised earthquakes and
have seen 250,000+ dead just from one tsunami and the coast line of Japan wiped out too, ask yourself these
questions. Is it by pure chance all but one of the Sodom states are coast line states? Would you want to be there
when 400 foot waves hit. Would it divide the union?

My thoughts and my advice, flee for your lives, souls, and wallets from these “13” rebellious areas:
Divide #1 ?
#1 New York (Isa 9:10), Maine, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Vermont, New Hampshire, Rhode Island,
Maryland, District of Columbia,
Divide #2 ?
Washington, California,
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Divide #3 ?
Iowa, and the two Native American tribes that have legalized same-sex marriage.

► TQO#214 Dreams from MY father? My 1984 vs. BHO's fake LFBC
http://www.obamasucks.tv/docs/tqo214.html

I prep for the return of Jesus, I prepare for SHTF to survive until he does.

Added 20160829: Some things that have passed. Congress’s own stenographer delivered a message to them
that God will not be mocked (3x). God is killing Congress. God has shown me how he divides the USA (part 4)
and what the whore of Babylon is (part 5). We now have two people from NYC running for president, how
should I describe them?

What did former Sec. Of State Colin Powell, her friend, say about Mrs. Clinton in his leaked e-mails?
"I would rather not have to vote for her, although she is a friend I respect. A 70-year person with a long track
record, unbridled ambition, greedy, not transformational, with a husband still dicking bimbos at home
(according to the NYP)." … “everything HRC touches she kind of screws up with hubris,” and mentioned that
a university cancelled a speech he had been invited to give because Hillary “so overcharged them they came
under heat.”

“unbridled ambition, greedy, not transformational, screws up with hubris, overcharged them ” What a great
description of a money grubbing whore for Mrs. Clinton !

Then we have the parabolic king of Babylon (Donald Trump) running for POTUS, that has declared “I love
God. I love my church.”. With the whore (Mrs. Clinton) and King (Donald Trump) running for POTUS, this is
going to be an interesting election and probably the most meaningless and worthless of all !

If you want to known what is about to befall the USA and the world, I suggest II Esdras and the Book of Enoch
as Jesus spoke about it, and how it would be as in the days of Noe (Noah).

John Brown

*1 Within the covers of the Bible are all the answers for all the problems men face. Ronald Reagan
*2 I originally wrote this:
“I probably should fast with no food and drink for 48 hours, before posting this, while seeking God's answer.
But, I feel compelled to post it as fast as possible as a warning to save yourselves and to prepare for what is
coming, as I am doing. If I have made errors I will correct it later.”

I had left out 153, God corrected my error. I added Harrison back in for completeness, #7.
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► Curse of the Zeroes – Part 4 – Zechariah 13 - what kills the whore (aka USA) of Babylon?
1st Published : 2015-04-16 10:30
Revised
Revised

: 2015-04-18 09:37 typo
: 2016-09-11

► Curse of the Zeroes – Part 4 – Zechariah 13 - what kills the whore (aka USA) of Babylon?

The USA has been living Bible numerics since the founding of the nation. *01

So, it is not surprising it dies the same way.

It is homosexual marriage and abortion that kills the whore of Babylon and God's written word shows how God
divides Babylon (aka USA).

Let me state I am no prophet, you do not need one! I am just going to explain what your blind so called spiritual
and political leaders refuse to tell you, even after they have been told the truth ! How your probation period is
up and God's wrath is about to destroy this nation coast to coast.

The first white settlers of the USA were from mainly two tribes of Israel, with a “Jew” from Judah sitting on the
throne until the return of Jesus, as God promised King David. Currently this person is called Queen Elizabeth.
This is why the Kenite Obama hates her and Britain. This is where Jeremiah ended up with the king's three
daughters after Jerusalem was captured by Babylon. Even Mary, the mother of Jesus Christ, lived in
Glastonbury.

As to our fall from the grace of God.

In August 1971 President Nixon killed the gold standard to borrow money from other nations to fund the
Vietnam War, going against the free mason Constitution, God's word AND common sense.

================================
Deuteronomy 28:12 KJV
The LORD shall open unto thee his good treasure, the heaven to give the rain unto thy land in his season, and to
bless all the work of thine hand: and thou shalt lend unto many nations, and thou shalt not borrow.
================================
Even after they were warned for years by US mail, e-mail, and phone, that the 40 year probation period was up
in August 2011, Congress did SEQUESTRATION that month! They mocked God.
Roe vs. Wade Jan 1973
Luke 1:36-55 tells how the spirit of Jesus was placed into Mary's womb on Dec 25th when she mets Elizabeth
within 24 hours of conception. For the record Dec 25th is the conception of Jesus, not his birth. Thank you to
the Roman Catholic Church of Babylon for the confusion. This proves abortion is 1st degree murder. The 40
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year probation period was up Jan 2013, many people were warned about this. The so called Republicans were
pleaded with to bring this to the USA's attention on stage and to totally reject abortion for any reason. During
ObamaCare they refused to let me to speak in their place on the Senate floor. When the 40 year probation period
was up, God opened my mind to solve the mystery of what I coined (with intentional mis-spelling ) “Curse of
the Zeroes” .
► Curse of the Zeroes – Part 3 – America Judged to be Murderers by
God (click)
Many people were mailed this by US mail and USPS priority mail!
For the record many people were contacted by US mail about Deut 28:12 (borrowing) and Luke 1:36-55
(abortion), how the probation periods of 40 years are up, and how these choices exalt man (CIA/FBI note that
this is the #36 – my number) over God, and the reasons America will be destroyed. Some of the people
contacted were:
→ “republican” senators, including the 2 from Georgia

→ “republican” representatives, including all from Georgia and many other states

→ 600+ local Atlanta Georgia churches, mosques, etc found in the Yellow Pages of Atlanta

→ almost all the so called Republicans (except Gov. Perry) that ran for president in 2010

→ many mega church leaders and TV shows (I did Rush and Beck too – I listen to neither ...)

I suppose if I wanted to sell you a book (Ecclesiastes 12:12), or asked you to look into my eyes while you
prayed to God, or charged money for information for your salvation, or charged money for information so you
could survive America when it enters it's next and last Civil War, or asked you to send me money so I could
pray for you, THEN you would listen to me!
I understand what the first John Brown meant in 1859, that they hanged for treason after he disobeyed scripture
(Matthew 26:52):

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Brown_%28abolitionist%29

On the morning of December 2, Brown wrote,

"I, John Brown, am now quite certain that the crimes of this guilty land will never be purged away but with
blood. I had, as I now think, vainly flattered myself that without very much bloodshed it might be done."

As the USA paid for slavery, so will the USA will pay for abortion ! We did not just kill babies, we killed the
children of God (Ezekiel 16:21) !
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So, this article will make more sense, Bible numerics wise, I am giving a link to a blog I recently found, which
helps explain the letters to Romney I send and why Romney lost.
Mitt Romney's "victory speech" & the writing on the wall (obama files volume IV)
https://nabiy4america.wordpress.com/2012/11/07/romneys-victory-speech-the-writing-on-the-wall/

Now compare it to these articles I wrote:

► TQO#209 – My letter to Governor Romney (click)

► TQO#209 – About the 3rd debate – Obama's smirking – Romney's stammering - Storm Sandy (click)

► Curse of the Zeroes – Part 3 – America Judged to be Murderers by God (click)

When Jesus said :
================================
Mark 13 (KJV)
23 But take ye heed: behold, I have foretold you all things.
================================
Do you think Jesus did not mean it?

Jesus surely did foretell all things through the prophets, including about the last super power, aka USA.

BUT, your so called “pastors”, “fathers”, “reverends”, and other so called “spiritual” leaders refuse to tell you
the truth. I could not even get pastors to read Deut 28:12, Luke 1:36-55, and the Book of Revelation to their
sheep to warn them about how and why the USA is going to be destroyed, so people would have time to
prepare, and to let them know why God is going to destroy the USA.

You know what the feel good response is? Something along the lines of “we are citizens of the world”. WHAT?
It does not even make sense to offer that in a response to the question about why they refuse to read scripture in
a church, but, that is the response you will get likely get, I say this from personal experience.
I could not even get a so called female “pastor” to read the Book of Ecclesiastes to comfort people dying of
cancer at a hospital!

Out of contacting 600+ churches, basically the whole religion section of the Atlanta yellow pages, I think I was
probably successful with maybe one to two pastors reading Luke 1:36-55 to their congregation and having a
woman with a child read it out loud to them. Try it sometime yourself, it makes a BIG difference reading it
out loud. One thing I found surprising is how out of date the street listings are in the yellow pages after getting
so much returned mail from bad addresses.
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read it out loud to them - updated 2016-09-29 for the blind shepherds
read it out loud to them
What I was doing at the time, was teaching the Book of Enoch, even though I had not read it yet !

From “The Book of Enoch” - A Modern English Translation of the Ethiopian Book of Enoch with introduction
and notes by Andy McCracken
=================================
69.9 He taught men the art of writing with ink and paper, and through this many have gone astray, from eternity
to eternity, and to this day.

69.10 For men were not created for this, that they should confirm their faith like this, with pen and ink.

69.11 For men were created no differently from the Angels, so that they might remain righteous and pure, and
death, which destroys everything, would not have touched them; but through this knowledge of theirs they are
being destroyed and through this power death consumes them.
=================================

As for the fate of the USA, this is for your consideration.
What is it that the people sing in heaven?
================================
Revelation 15:3 (KJV)
3 And they sing the song of Moses the servant of God
================================
What does the song of Moses say?
================================
Deuteronomy 32
20 And he said, I will hide my face from them, I will see what their end shall be: for they are a very froward
generation, children in whom is no faith.

24 They shall be burnt with hunger, and devoured with burning heat, and with bitter destruction: I will also
send the teeth of beasts upon them, with the poison of serpents of the dust.

28 For they are a nation void of counsel, neither is there any understanding
in them.
32 For their vine is of the vine of Sodom, and of the fields of Gomorrah: their grapes are grapes of gall,
their clusters are bitter:
================================
Jude 1 KJV
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5 I will therefore put you in remembrance, though ye once knew this, how that the Lord, having saved the
people out of the land of Egypt, afterward destroyed them that believed not.
7 Even as Sodom and Gomorrha, and the cities about them in like manner, giving themselves over to
fornication, and going after strange flesh, are set forth for an example, suffering the vengeance of eternal fire.
================================
"Then the Lord rained brimstone and fire on Sodom and Gomorrah, from the Lord out of the heavens"
Sodom and Gomorrah - The Cities of the Plain - Ash and brimstone remain
http://www.arkdiscovery.com/sodom_&_gomorrah.htm

Now for homosexual marriage in the USA and why Babylon is going to fall and be divided.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Same-sex_marriage_in_the_United_States
State laws regarding same-sex marriage in the United

http://www.obamasucks.tv/graphics/homo-usa.jpg
Same-sex marriage legal
Same-sex marriage not prohibited or recognized
Same-sex marriage ban overturned, decision stayed indefinitely
Same-sex marriage banned
Same-sex marriage legality complicated2,3,4
“More than 70% of the population live in jurisdictions where same-sex couples can legally marry.[4]”
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The USA is composed of 50 states, what is 1/3 of that ? 16.## Count the red (remember the two upper reds are
Michigan), purple, and brown states. There are 14, plus, the two territories = 16
States where homosexual marriage is illegal:
Alabama
Arkansas
Georgia
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Michigan
Mississippi
Nebraska
North Dakota
Ohio
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
the two territories are Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.

Now, to what Jesus foretold told you.
================================
Zechariah 13 (KJV)
8 And it shall come to pass, that in all the land, saith the Lord, two parts therein shall be cut off and die; but
the third shall be left therein.
9 And I will bring the third part through the fire, and will refine them as silver is refined, and will try them as
gold is tried: they shall call on my name, and I will hear them: I will say, It is my people: and they shall say,
The Lord is my God.
================================
Now, think carefully, is there 1/3 of the USA in the above graphic, that does not support homosexual marriage,
left “therein” ? Is over 2/3s of the USA population in states along the coasts, that support homosexual marriage?
THIS IS HOW THE USA IS DIVIDED:
“two parts therein shall be cut off and die”
Mistranslation ! It does not say two parts, it says “two mouths” in
Hebrew !
Though you could say “two mouths” could refer to Hollywood on the west coast and NYC on the east coast,
this is what the “two parts” aka “two mouths” mean:
http://www.blueletterbible.org/lang/lexicon/lexicon.cfm?
Strongs=H6310&t=KJV
“parts” = Strongs H6310 – Peh
“d. mouth, opening, orifice (of a well, river, etc)”
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In the above graphic of the USA, which two river mouths (two parts) border the homosexual marriage division?
Here is a link to a USA river map:
http://www.enchantedlearning.com/usa/rivers/
On the left the Rio Grande river and on the right the Chattahoochee river, are the two mouths that match the
middle of the USA graphic with the 14 states that do not support homosexual marriage ! These two mouths (two
parts) basically follow two natural mountain ranges with the RioGrande following the Rocky Mountains and the
Chattahoochee following the Blue Ridge/Appalachian Mountains range.
“therein shall be cut off and die”
Within the whore of Babylon, aka USA, the two coasts are going to be cut off and die, while the 1/3 “but the
third shall be left therein. “
The REAL kicker that proves it is these two rivers is … the Chattahoochee river just barely goes through
Georgia (no homosexual marriage) and avoids Florida (homosexual marriage).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chattahoochee_River
“The Chattahoochee River forms the southern half of the Alabama and Georgia border, as well as a portion of
the Florida border. It is a tributary of the Apalachicola River, a relatively short river formed by the confluence of
the Chattahoochee and Flint rivers and emptying from Florida into Apalachicola Bay in the Gulf of Mexico”

“At Columbus, it crosses the Fall Line of the eastern United States.”

Every wonder what would happen when the man made Lake Seminole fails during a violent (10.0?)
earthquake ? Do you wonder where the new “east” coast will be? Where is the “the Fall Line “ on the
Chattahoochee River and where are the homosexual marriage states located on the east coast in relation to it?

Now, looking at the map above, you might say it is the Alabama River because it avoids Florida altogether,
while including Georgia at it’s beginning, I will not argue that point. But, I know it is the Chattahoochee River,
which ends at Florida, before it dumps together and is renamed and empties into the ocean. Either way, I would
not buy vacation property in Florida because the state will not exist or buy a house in Georgia on the east side of
the river.

The whore of Babylon’s state boundaries were set by God before our country was even founded by our free
mason forefathers!
So, ABORTION and homosexual marriage is what killed the USA “super power” of the end times aka the
whore of Babylon !

================================
Daniel 11:21
And in his estate shall stand up a vile person, to whom they shall not give the honour of the kingdom: but he
shall come in peaceably, and obtain the kingdom by flatteries.
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================================
How has Obama's Dec 2009 Nobel Peace Prize worked out for the world?
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2009_Nobel_Peace_Prize
What did Obama REALLY promise in his State Of The Union Jan 2010 speech?
http://www.obamasucks.tv/docs/sotu2010.html
The hidden message in Obama's speech reads :
For the world
periods of tranquility
midst of depression
moments of great strife
Is this not what Obama has delivered to the USA and the world since his 2010 SOTU speech? How has the
locust army (ISIS) worked out that he help raise up?
================================
Rev 14:9 (KJV)
And the third angel followed them, saying with a loud voice, If any man worship the beast and his image, and
receive his mark in his forehead, or in his hand,
================================
► TQO#237 Thank You God YHVH confirming my Obama=Lord of
the Flies, so soon ! (click)
(please note I do not know if the picture from the UK is real or not – just that the event happened)

For the 1st time in the history of the world, as far as I am aware, a world leader is marked by God with a
housefly (#12 – government you have to obey) as being Lord Of The Flies. Now, take a good long look into
those Kenite eyes until the picture starts to change and see the real faces of Satan. Go ahead, take 60 seconds.
Talk about a two faced liar !

Now, what was the last warning (imho) to Congress from the stenographer?
► TQO#249 Stenographer Dianne Reidy House Floor – 2nd warning from God (click)
=================================
" He will not be mocked, he will not be mocked.
Don't touch me.
He will not be mocked.
The greatest deception here, is this is NOT one nation under God.
It never was. Had it been, it would not have been – no – it would not
have been.
The Constitution would not have been written by Freemasons!
They go against God.
You cannot serve two masters. You cannot serve two masters.
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Praise be to God, Lord Jesus Christ. Praise be ...
=================================
Why? Because the whore of Revelation 17 and Babylon would NOT have been one nation under God, this is
literally now one nation under Satan !
Now to decode what the messenger from God said.
► TQO#247 The Pledge, baby killing homosexual nation judged, Syria, Isa 17:3 (click)
=================================
Rev 17:8
when they behold the beast that was, and is not, and yet is.
=================================
Something to think about …
WAS
Most of the early colony/state charters (except maybe Georgia) stated the purpose of the colonies were to
promote Jesus Christ. This is what the “founding fathers” mocked the King about in the Declaration of
Independence ! Examples follow, feel free to study it further in length.
Declaration of Independence:
We have reminded them of the circumstances of our emigration and settlement here.
PA's charter 1681
as also to reduce the savage Natives by gentle and just mamlers to the Love of Civil Societie and Christian
Religion
Charter of Carolina
being excited with a laudable and pious zeal for the propagation of the Christian faith, and the enlargement of
our empire ... which as Christian religion shall increase within the country, isles, islets and limits aforesaid,
shall happen hereafter to be erected, together
Charter of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations - July 15, 1663
, in the holie Christian ffaith and worshipp as they were perswaded; together with the gaineing over and
conversione of the poore ignorant Indian natives,
is not,
stenographer “The Constitution would not have been written by Freemasons!
They go against God.”
yet is.
Take a look at what your money claims “in God we trust” and the rich blessings of the many waters,
figuratively and literally, this nation sits on many waters/people.
=================================
Rev 17:15
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And he saith unto me, The waters which thou sawest, where the whore sitteth, are peoples, and multitudes, and
nations, and tongues.
=================================
Ahhh … the USA … the melting pot of the world with the United Nations in NYC proudly flying all those
flags. Se hablo Espanol, padro ?
Maybe now you understand why Obama has been going crazy, inviting people from all nations here that have
no reason to be here, and not returning the illegals to their own countries, and why Obama is doing the open
borders thing, 110% .
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Melting_pot
Stenographer: The greatest deception here, is this is NOT one nation under God.
It never was. Had it been, it would not have been – no – it would not have been.
Zechariah 13:9 “It is my people: and they shall say, The Lord is my God.”
Stenographer “Don't touch me.”
=================================
1Co 7:1
1 Now concerning the things whereof ye wrote unto me: It is good for a man not to touch a woman.
2 Nevertheless, to avoid fornication, let every man have his own wife, and let every woman have her own
husband.
=================================
Did it say let every man have his own husband? Or every woman have her own wife?
Stenographer:
“He will not be mocked, he will not be mocked. He will not be mocked. “
The stenographer said it THREE times.
What did I write 2013-02-08b 15:22 - nine months earlier, sent by US mail to the so called spiritual and political
leaders of the USA?

► Curse of the Zeroes – Part 3 – America Judged to be Murderers by God (click)
“Matthew 6:24 (KJV)
“24 No man can serve two masters: “
What did the stenographer say nine months later the same year 2013-11
“You cannot serve two masters. You cannot serve two masters. “
Read this again !
Mitt Romney's "victory speech" & the writing on the wall (obama files volume IV)
https://nabiy4america.wordpress.com/2012/11/07/romneys-victoryspeech-the-writing-on-the-wall/
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Now from : ► Curse of the Zeroes – Part 3 – America Judged to be Murderers by God (click)

“152 AUTHORITY OF SCRIPTURE and hex#$ 98 RELIGIOUS LEADER BLIND “

The stenographer said three times God will NOT be mocked. What do you find three times in the “Curse of the
Zeroes”?

2a DIVISION A: You have been judged. (stenographer nine months later “He will not be mocked”)

2b DIVISION B: You have been found guilty. (stenographer nine months later “He will not be mocked”)

2c DIVISION C: God will not repent of the punishment. (stenographer
nine months later “He will not be mocked”)
The stenographer basically repeated the same warnings in five lines, contained within the whole “Curse of the
Zeroes”. She was a messenger from YHVH ! Congress ignored her and then sent her for a mental check up!
=================================
Rev 14:11
And the smoke of their torment ascendeth up for ever and ever: and they have no rest day nor night, who
worship the beast and his image, and whosoever receiveth the mark of his name.
=================================
How is that mandatory OBAMACARE mark working out for you? The worse is yet to come !

All those that do Obama's work, voted for him, or like that female rapper that hates America, especially that
white people farming part in the middle of the above map … and wants to have sex with Obama … what do you
think their fate will be when they are killed in their homosexual marriage states?
As God showed me Feb and March 2013, God was going to cut off the hand of Congress and when God was
done, God has going to send Congress literally to hell.
Now you might understand why Obama is saying voting should be mandatory under the Constitution, especially
when you expect to be the only one left for which to vote ! See Rev 14:11.
Update 2016-09-11
Now that everyone from Obama, Cuba, the IRS, Hillary Clinton and her e-mails, ATF, “Supreme” Court (homo
marriage and ObamaCare where state no longer means state), EPA, the UN (Iran treaty were we bribed them
with now $33 billion), the FBI, and anyone that could, has cut off the hand of Congress … What do you think of
the King of Babylon aka Donald Trump that was raised up and had his hand blessed on everything he did?

Like how he cut off the hand of John (McInsane) McCain with his hero comment? What about Rubio? What
about our maverick and noble defender of our free mason document, Tea Party Senator someone, the hero of
Glenn Beck the Mormon who thinks Jesus and Satan are brothers ?
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► TQO#259 Congress: God is ending your idol worship – get ready for hell (click)
► TQO#260 A message from God – destruction is coming (click)
Our homosexual marriage, baby killing Babylon is going to fall soon and Congress is going to be one of the 1st
ones to go. I would suggest staying away from NYC and away from the east and west coast, you might then live
long enough to see the false messiah sit on the throne in Jerusalem and declare himself God. I suggest not being
in Washington, DC between Dec 25th, to when whoever is sworn in Jan 20th 2017, to Feb 2017 (the date Obama
has set to tempt Putin for a preemptive strike because of NATO troop deployment against his borders).

We already know what happens when God has had enough and comes down to earth to get rid of homosexual
states:
http://www.arkdiscovery.com/sodom_&_gomorrah.htm
The only question in my mind is will Putin be allowed to lay waste to the USA with nukes as an instrument of
God, since Putin and his press has already called the USA “Sodom and Gomorrah” (this from the atheist
Russia) or will God himself turn the USA into a sulfur pit. The answer lies further below.
From 12-12-12
► TQO#214 Dreams from MY father? My 1984 vs. BHO's fake LFBC (click)

I do not know how to explain the whirlwind that takes liars away and how terror filled it is, except if you knew
how it felt and how it melts you from the inside, you would not wish it on anyone, including an Obama voter.

The USA is over, God has passed judgment on Babylon, if you want to save the country, you can not. You can
try educating the people to save souls, which includes the so called “pastors” of the sheep. You might even
convince some of them to stock pile some food.

This world and this country ends, according to God's 2,000+ year old written word, with civil war the world
over, hardly a male left alive, with roaming gangs in the city overcoming houses and taking what they want.

One of the first things I wrote was about Obama's dropping the “war on terror” and the convoluted reason why.
Old formatting and unchanged since I wrote it, but, still readable if you want to know the truth.
“► War on Terror” http://www.obamasucks.tv/docs/terror01.html
Kenya
Kenya, where Obama's so called father and Obama were born … in spoken Hebrew means Cain (ken) our God
(Yah). Go ahead, ask a Jewish Rabbi to say Cain Our God in Hebrew sometime.

Now for our Kenite Muslim King Obama
So, where does Obama with the golden ring that says “allah is the only god” fit in?
=================================
Rev 17:10
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And there are seven kings: five are fallen, and one is, and the other is not yet come; and when he cometh, he
must continue a short space.
=================================
Your blind spiritual leaders think this refers to past Roman empires, the Roman Catholic Church, or other
things. Even though they do not sit on many waters. What is the subject, the FUTURE Babylon that is this:

“17: 8 And the woman which thou sawest is that great city, which reigneth over the kings of the earth.”

To make this article shorter, here is a link listing all the things Babylon/USA is, take what you want from it, I
am giving the link here just for the Bible cross references:
http://www.sherryshriner.com/sherry/america-babylon.htm
This is New York City ! It even has seven parts which are: Manhattan (Curse of the Zeroes – part 1 and 2 –
1613 slavery - President Lincoln speech – 9/11 WTC), Bronx , Staten Island, Brooklyn, Queens, Nassau, Long
Island.

FWIW: The seven mountains are covered in part 5 of the Curse !

A generation or period can be 20, 40, 50, 70, 100, or 120 years. Generally the numbers 20, 40, 70, and 120
apply throughout the Bible.

Rev 17:10
And there are seven kings: five are fallen,
► Curse of the Zeroes – Part 3 – America Judged to be Murderers by God (click)
From 1840-1960 (120 years)
The five fallen by the sword, as told by President Lincoln in the 1st two parts of Curse of the Zeroes are:
16th 1860 President Abraham Lincoln died in office - by the sword #1
20th 1880 President James A. Garfield died in office – by the sword #2
25th 1900 President William McKinley died in office – by the sword #3
29th 1920 President Warren G. Harding died in office – by the sword #4
35th 1960 President John F. Kennedy died in office - by the sword #5
16+20+25+29+35 = 125
http://biblenumbersforlife.com/tag/numerics/
Number 125 SURROUNDING PROTECTION
=================================
Isaiah 47 (KJV)
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5 Sit thou silent, and get thee into darkness, O daughter of the Chaldeans: for thou shalt no more be called, The
lady of kingdoms.
8 Therefore hear now this, thou that art given to pleasures, that dwellest carelessly, that sayest in thine heart, I
am, and none else beside me; I shall not sit as a widow, neither shall I know the loss of children:
9 But these two things shall come to thee in a moment in one day, the loss of children, and widowhood:
they shall come upon thee in their perfection for the multitude of thy sorceries, and for the great abundance of
thine enchantments.
=================================
Rev 17:10 “and one is”
16+20+25+29+35 = 125 plus #44 (Obama) = 169
http://biblenumbersforlife.com/tag/numerics/
Number 169 DEMON WORSHIP
666 = Satan
44 = Obama
066 = idol worship in Bible numerics
Satan into Obama = idol worship 44/666 = 0.066 066 066
All Heil Kenite King Obama our Cacodemon In Charge *02
Now for the idols ...
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buddhas_of_Bamiyan
They were dynamited and destroyed in March 2001 by the Taliban, on orders from leader Mullah Mohammed
Omar,[4] after the Taliban government declared that they were idols.[5]

ISIS bulldozes ruins of ancient Assyrian city of Nimrud, Iraqi ministry says
http://www.cnn.com/2015/03/05/world/iraq-isis-destroys-ancient-city-nimrud/
"ISIS continues to defy the will of the world and the feelings of humanity," the ministry said in a statement.
"They violated the ancient city of Nimrud and bulldozed its ancient ruins."
Isis fighters destroy ancient artefacts at Mosul museum
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/feb/26/isis-fighters-destroy-ancient-artefacts-mosul-museum-iraq

" so even our civilisation and the culture of our people is being destroyed.”
What did God say?
=================================
Zechariah 13 (KJV)
2 And it shall come to pass in that day, saith the Lord of hosts, that I will cut off the names of the idols out of
the land, and they shall no more be remembered: and also I will cause the prophets and the unclean spirit to
pass out of the land.
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=================================
The followers of Satan are getting rid of the idols, not that the USA has any of it's own in violation of God's 2nd
commandment, right?
History repeating itself.
=================================
Jeremiah 7 (KJV)
6 If ye oppress not the stranger, the fatherless, and the widow, and shed not innocent blood in this place,
neither walk after other gods to your hurt:
7 Then will I cause you to dwell in this place, in the land that I gave to your fathers, for ever and ever.
15 And I will cast you out of my sight, as I have cast out all your brethren, even the whole seed of Ephraim (aka
USA).
16 Therefore pray not thou for this people, neither lift up cry nor prayer for them, neither make intercession to
me: for I will not hear thee.
18 The children gather wood, and the fathers kindle the fire, and the women knead their dough, to make cakes
to the queen of heaven, and to pour out drink offerings unto other gods, that they may provoke me to anger.
Jeremiah 44
8 In that ye provoke me unto wrath with the works of your hands
17 But we will certainly do whatsoever thing goeth forth out of our own mouth, to burn incense unto the queen
of heaven,
=================================
Do you know who the Queen of Heaven is?
The Statue of Liberty !
Aka (Aster ) aka EASTER ! You do know why the Aster flower is called the love flower, right?

Aster is the pagan goddess of fertility ! Where to relieve yourself of your sin after sex, you would go in and
have sex with the “high” priest or priestess of Aster and/or have group sex orgies under a tree on the spring
equinox. Spring break in Florida anyone?

The Roman Catholic Church making Passover into “Easter” was a great blasphemy in God's eyes. Yet, the USA
has gone hog wild, literally, over Aster, by filling their so called churches with ham/swine, the very thing God
told you not to eat, on (E)aster ! Then we display her proudly in Babylon, aka Statue of Liberty, in NYC harbor.

=================================
Exodus 20 KJV
3 Thou shalt have no other gods before me.
4 Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image, or any likeness of any thing that is in heaven above, or that
is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water under the earth.
5 Thou shalt not bow down thyself to them, nor serve them: for I the Lord thy God am a jealous God,
=================================
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lincoln_Memorial
“the Lincoln statue was carved by the Piccirilli Brothers … The building is in the form of a Greek Doric
temple “ Freaking wonderful, a graven image inside a Greek pagan idol temple !
The Walking Dead and coming zombie invasion.
Muslims eating human flesh:
Quaran Explained
https://quranexplained.wordpress.com/2010/01/11/cannibalism-in-the-quran/
Muslim rebels eating infected human brains?
http://www.wnd.com/2013/11/muslim-rebels-eating-infected-human-brains/
Islam and Cannibalism
http://shoebat.com/2013/01/28/islam-and-cannibalism/
Muslim cannibalism…Syrian rebel cuts out, eats enemy’s heart
http://www.dcclothesline.com/2013/05/18/muslim-cannibalism-syrian-rebel-cuts-out-eats-enemys-heart/
God -HAS- removed his hand protecting the USA (1840-1960 #120 and #125) and this explains why the ten
kings hate the whore and can not wait to destroy her !
=================================
Job 1 KJV
9 Then Satan answered the Lord, and said, Doth Job fear God for nought?
10 Hast not thou made an hedge about him, and about his house, and about all that he hath on every
side? thou hast blessed the work of his hands, and his substance is increased in the land.
11 But put forth thine hand now, and touch all that he hath, and he will curse thee to thy face.
=================================
Rev 17:16
And the ten horns which thou sawest upon the beast, these shall hate the whore, and shall make her desolate and
naked, and shall eat her flesh, and burn her with fire.
=================================
“and he will curse thee to thy face. ”
“I love God. I love Jesus.”
The six words I could not get any so called Republican to say on stage, including Romney after his three
priority letters (actually 6 – 2 to each address)! I could not even get the so called “Christian” Ron Paul to say
those words . Who praises God and Jesus in the House? Their own stenographer they fired afterwards!
2013-03-08a 09:00 a.m.
► TQO#260 A message from God – destruction is coming
http://www.obamasucks.tv/docs/tqo260.html
#1 The death angel in white robes is watching over your immoral death bed.
#2 The wild animals/dogs and the things you fear the most are going to rip you and eat you alive.
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#3 You are going to join your relatives and forefathers in hell.

Baby killing Sodomite America, you have more to worry about then 2016 and the election of baby killer
Hillary!

The USA will be burned with fire (nukes?), it will be over in one day, and then what remains God will wipe out,
and the Muslim zombie hoard will be eating everyone left alive when there is no food. The Walking Dead
indeed. How many Syrian Christian refugees has Obama admitted to the USA (one?) vs. Muslim refugees
(10,000+) ?
When God destroys the USA, remember we earned it, how?

(Luke 1:36-55) With every aborted baby ,
(Deut 28:12) with every dollar borrowed,
(Lev 20:13) with every homosexual marriage ,
(Leviticus 25:3-11) with every slave ,
with every pagan church steeple erected like a penis in God's face,
(Jeremiah 44) with each pagan Easter celebrated with swine/ham ,
(Exodus 20:4) and with every idol and worse stuck inside a temple!
“I love God. I love Jesus.”
The six words my so called Senators would not let me say in the Senate during ObamaCare or to read God's
word on the House Floor, which was finally done (praise) by the stenographer !

“and he will curse thee to thy face. ”

When I see the USA wiped off the face of the earth, faced with killing zombie flesh eating Muslims and fellow
citizens, when the gangs are going door to door to rob, rape, and kill people, when the Persians and the Medes
are here taking what they want, including oil and food, I will not curse God to his face.

I will praise God for his long suffering and for keeping his word, and hope to repeat with my last breath the six
simple words he wants to hear more then all the pleas and crying because of the punishment we earned.

When see you these happening, remember this.
Abortion bill dropped amid concerns of female GOP lawmakers
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/post-politics/wp/2015/01/21/abortion-bill-in-flux-as-female-goplawmakers-raise-concerns/

“In recent days, as many as two dozen Republicans had raised concerns with the "Pain Capable Unborn Child
Protection Act" that would ban abortions after the 20th week of a pregnancy.
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20 weeks = 5 months
=================================
Luke 1:36-55
36 And, behold, thy cousin Elisabeth, she hath also conceived a son in her old age: and this is the sixth month
with her, who was called barren.
=================================
You bloody bastards would abort even John The Baptist !
I hate abortion and it sickens me almost every day of the week and almost every morning before breakfast I cry
for the babies we have killed. Such as this little black baby girl.

I will remember John Brown's last recorded words, for his revolt against slavery at Harper's Ferry, when they
hung him for treason in 1859. “I John Brown am now quite certain that the crimes of this guilty land: will never
be purged away; but with Blood. I had as I now think: vainly flattered myself that without very much
bloodshed;”
Zac 13:9 The LORD is my God.
“I love God. I love Jesus.”

John Brown
*1 Within the covers of the Bible are all the answers for all the problems men face. Ronald Reagan
*2 Maccabees 9:5-12And when he could not even endure his own stench, he said this: “It is right to submit to
God and, since man is mortal, not to think he is God's equal”
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► Curse of the Zeroes – Part 5 - the whore of Babylon and NYC's seven mountains

1st Published : 2015-12-27 13:00
Revised

: 2016-09-11

► Curse of the Zeroes – Part 5 - the whore of Babylon and NYC's seven mountains

Please note that this contains adult language and descriptions.

If you are faint of heart and have a delicate mind, this is not the thing to read.

On the other hand, if you want to know how God might view the USA, if you know when, where, and how the
word “issue” is used in the Bible, if you know how God described Israel/Judah in their whoredom with foreign
countries, before God scattered them to the ends of the earth (USA) for it, if you read the Book of Enoch and
know what the fallen angels did to man and beast, and if you know what Satan did to both Eve AND Adam,
then you should be okay with the following.

If you think it is the 1st time “we” (our family and forefathers) have committed such abominations in God’s
sight, it is not. Though it will be the last time because God’s wrath is going to be completely poured out this
time. You want to know why we have such a worthless Congress and people such as HRC running for president
and why we had WWW (Wicked Witch of the West) Pelosi as Speaker of the House ?

=================================
Ezekiel 16 (KJV)

20 Moreover thou hast taken thy sons and thy daughters, whom thou hast borne unto me, and these hast thou
sacrificed unto them to be devoured. Is this of thy whoredoms a small matter,

21 That thou hast slain my children, and delivered them to cause them to pass through the
fire for them?

25 Thou hast built thy high place at every head of the way, and hast made thy beauty to be abhorred, and hast
opened thy feet to every one that passed by, and multiplied thy whoredoms.

33 They give gifts to all whores: but thou givest thy gifts to all thy lovers, and hirest them, that they may come
unto thee on every side for thy whoredom.

38 And I will judge thee, as women that break wedlock and shed blood are judged; and I will give thee blood in
fury and jealousy.
=================================
Isaiah 3 (KJV)
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4 And I will give children to be their princes, and babes shall rule over them.
5 And the people shall be oppressed, every one by another, and every one by his neighbour: the child shall
behave himself proudly against the ancient, and the base against the honourable.

12 As for my people, children are their oppressors, and women rule over them. O my people, they which
lead thee cause thee to err, and destroy the way of thy paths.
=================================
That being said, God has opened my mind to solve the “mystery” of the seven mountains for the whore of
Babylon. I should have written it a while ago. I am going to go into long details and lay everything out. That
way if I get killed tomorrow I can say you were fairly and fully warned.

I have been reading some books about the Bible and the parabolic meanings the prophets and Jesus used.
Please note this how Obama mocks God many times, see my article on why he renamed Mount McKinley and
why he flew his dog solo on Air Force 1! So I will try my best to use the parabolic meanings and give you
“sight” pictures.

I just finished showing you who she is and explaining how we got EASTER aka Statue of Liberty and how it is
tied into the Paris France terror attacks.

► TQO#293 Paris France You EARNED the Friday the 13th terror attacks 11/13/2015 ! (click)

The reason I think God picked me to solve this is because of how much the wickedness of abortion tears at my
heart almost every day, and how much I hate the black genocide it causes. I go and hide away from people and
cry into my food many mornings before 10:00 a.m.

You have no idea how deeply disappointed God was the USA picked Satan over him Nov 2008, when you
elected him to office. As I wrote that day, even the birds knew it! I believe God removed his grace from
America that day. The fact familicides are up 10x since Nov 2008 is just mind boggling. Not that anyone in the
lame stream media has paid attention to my warnings about it.

You have no idea what so ever what the whirlwind feels like that takes liars away, it is so horrible you would
not even wish it on Hitler. This is what is coming to you !

On the other hand, I have seen and heard the beautiful music birds make when they fly, it is a mathematical
formula. Yet, I know the wrath of God is about to fall on this country and this earth, and it terrifies me. God
showed me it when I was an prideful, angry, and sinful “agnostic” and about as far from a Christian you could
be.

► TQO#214 Dreams from MY father? My 1984 vs. BHO's fake LFBC (click)
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Since, I have been able to “solve” this with God opening my mind and no one else I know has posted about it
on-line, here is my opinion. Destruction is a year or so away, since I “believe” Obama (aka Satan) will serve his
term and whoever wins 2016 will serve a month or less.

Know this, your blood is on your own head if you do not move from the east and west coast, God -IS- killing
Congress, I know because he showed me. NYC is getting wiped off the face of the earth forever with it's free
mason pagan idol (aka Statue of Liberty).

As badly as I have wanted God to tell me directly that he loves me, the only thing I can remember either God or
Jesus saying is this one word that came out of Jesus's own mouth that meant this:

► TQO#259 Congress: God is ending your idol worship – get ready for hell (click)

“I do not know you”

I am not upset God is killing Congress, the traitors to God, Jesus, and country have deserved it since they
passed ObamaCare on Christmas Eve. What I found unsettling is the two “devout” Roman Catholic relatives
close to me that I “thought” I loved, standing in hell, and then Jesus denying them. Very unsettling.

America, you THINK you know Jesus, you do not.

If you have kids, now is the time to hide their eyes, because this is graphic adult talk coming …

Basically, what I describe is the same as Eze 16, quoted above, EXCEPT, we have now exceeded Sodom as
God predicted! SO ...

WHAT IS A WHORE AND WHAT DOES SHE/HE DO ?

To start this off, I want to point out how people refer to feminine homosexuals as “queens” that take it up the
bum … I will tie this to scripture in a few lines.

#1 All a whore cares about is money, she will say the sweetest things to get paid, to feed her face, and to get her
drugs.

HPV-Associated Anal Cancer Rates by Race and Ethnicity
https://www.cdc.gov/cancer/hpv/statistics/anal.htm

Basically, the HPV disease you could nickname the drooling dog disease. It was basically unheard of 30-40
years ago and very rare.

How does it get to the anus? By putting “something” in your mouth from someone else and then putting
“something” in your anus. This is what killed Farah Fawcett, the original Charlie’s Angels.
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http://www.chicagotribune.com/lifestyles/health/sns-health-farrah-fawcett-anal-cancer-story.html

#2 She will gladly take it up the bum, as long as she gets paid, no matter how painful. Then you have to ask
yourself, what kind of man pays to stick it into a woman's bum instead of her vagina?

#3 She can be dripping semen and blood discharges from between her legs, infecting people with deadly
diseases leading them to death, and all she cares about is getting paid.

The blacks refer to the “bi-sexual” men as being on the “down low”. Go check the CDC data, anal cancer was
almost unheard of 30 years ago, now we have 4000-5000 cases a year with 1500-1700 of them men. The vast
majority of these cases are caused by men sticking their penis unprotected where it should not go and
transferring the HPV virus into ripped anal tissue.

If you have had the pleasure of talking to girls/females of the younger generation you will find they want to
remain “virgins” and not to get pregnant, so, when their boyfriends pressure them, they see no problem with
taking it up the bum instead of in the vagina, unprotected of course.

According to the CDC data, do you know who the most at risk group for HIV/AIDs is now? Not the white limp
wrist queen like Richard Simmons, NO, it is the Black women, followed by Hispanics. Why? Black guys,
usually college age and in high school and college, that do both guys and girls! They do them up the bum !

Now, “queens”, male whores, take it up the bum too for a price. From the Old Testament to the Book of
Revelation, the word “dog” is used to paint you a picture of how a male takes it up the bum from another male,
like two dogs (male and female or male and male). Yes, a dominate male dog will hump a lower caste dog to
assert his place in the “hood” or prision.

=====
Deuteronomy 23:18 (KJV)
18 Thou shalt not bring the hire of a whore, or the price of a dog, into the house of the Lord thy God for any
vow: for even both these are abomination unto the Lord thy God.

Revelation 22
13 I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end, the first and the last.
15 For without are dogs, and sorcerers, and whoremongers, and murderers, and idolaters, and whosoever
loveth and maketh a lie.
16 I Jesus have sent mine angel to testify unto you these things in the churches. I am the root and the offspring
of David, and the bright and morning star.
=====

What did God say how a whore acts and what happens?

=====
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Proverbs 5
3 For the lips of a strange woman drop as an honeycomb, and her mouth is smoother than oil:
5 Her feet go down to death; her steps take hold on hell.
6 Lest thou shouldest ponder the path of life, her ways are moveable, that thou canst not know them.

(this line deserves a whole article just to translate the correct way – very deep when taken back to Hebrew!)

11 And thou mourn at the last, when thy flesh and thy body are consumed,
=====

Parabolic image coming up …

The WHORE of Babylon (aka USA) gladly whores for money, while blood and semen drips down her legs
(aborted babies) and she gets plugged in the backside filled with diseases (homosexual marriage SODOM states
and anal cancer), as long as she gets paid !

You need further proof? How about the so called “republicans” funding Planned Parenthood -AFTER- we have
them on video selling baby body parts and bragging about delivering undamaged heads to organ buyers, to buy
new cars! The House and the Senate gave Obama everything he wanted. They deserve to die, they are traitors to
God, Jesus, and country. Worse, we borrowed the money from China to do it, even after Congress was warned
for YEARS they were making God angry doing it and why.

Deuteronomy 28:12 (KJV)
12 The Lord shall open unto thee his good treasure, the heaven to give the rain unto thy land in his season, and
to bless all the work of thine hand: and thou shalt lend unto many nations, and thou shalt not borrow.

Now, that you understand with a parabolic picture of what a true whore is, worthy of death, that does not care
what gets stuck in any hole (mouth vagina or anus), or cares for God, as long as the whore makes money to feed
her face and buy frivolous things, such as new cars with aborted baby heads, let us proceed to understand the
scripture related to the whore of Babylon.

► Curse of the Zeroes – Part 4 – Zechariah 13 - what kills the whore (aka USA) of Babylon? (click)

To solve this we have to start with Manhattan and President Lincoln's OWN words on the subject, which I wrote
about years ago when God first opened my mind to solve the mystery of “Curse of Tippecanoe”.

=================================

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Curse_of_Tippecanoe

“The name Curse of Tippecanoe (also known as Tecumseh's Curse, the Presidential Curse, Zero-Year Curse, the
Twenty-Year Curse, or the Twenty-Year Presidential Jinx) is used to describe the regular death in office of
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Presidents of the United States elected or re-elected in years evenly divisible by twenty, from William Henry
Harrison (elected in 1840) through John F. Kennedy (1960). Ronald Reagan, elected in 1980, was shot but
survived; George W. Bush (2000) survived an attempt on his life unharmed.”

“ Reagan refused to approve a major dam project that would have flooded an Indian reservation, on the grounds
that "we've already broken enough treaties with the Indians."

Oddly enough, the first President to be stricken by "the Curse," William Henry Harrison, held the record for
oldest President at inauguration (68 years, 23 days) for 140 years, until he was finally surpassed by Ronald
Reagan in 1981 (69 years, 349 days), the President who "broke" said "Curse."
=================================

So, it started with our oldest president that screwed and murdered the Indians and ended with our oldest
president that refused to do it. Is it any wonder why President Reagan was probably the president most loved by
God and probably the only one that did not get a one way ticket to hell ? *01 You know who was probably
proud of Reagan in heaven? William Penn the Quaker.

Congress and the presidents could not solve “ Tecumseh's Curse”, Ripley's could not solve “the Presidential
Curse”, Jack Anderson could not solve the “Zero-Year Curse”, no one could solve “ the Presidential Curse” for
150 years.

Many men greater in people's eyes then me could not solve it, until God took a no one, sinful speck of dust, that
was raised a liberal democrat atheist from Massachusetts, badly tested by Satan himself since he was 6 years old
with the worse things to see including animal porno and physical abuse before I was even 11, that learned the
most important words in the world that God wants to hear are “I love you God”, from a messenger God sent to
him, which probably was Jesus himself. All because I gave someone I thought was a homeless man sitting in a
gas station lobby on the floor $5, when he asked me for it.

I had met two strangers in chance meetings tell me “out of the blue” that I reminded them of a pastor they knew,
each about a year apart. Then the 3rd time I walked into a gas station to pay for my gas and a “homeless” guy
sitting on the floor near the register asked me for some money, so I gave him a $5 bill. Then he said something
to the effect that I reminded him of a pastor to one of his pastors. Then we had a short talk about religion and
how I had read the Bible cover to cover a few times and knew “the law”. I knew the 10 commandments from
Exodus 20:6 forwards, backwards, and any order along with verses galore !

Then he asked me “Have you told God you love him?”

That was like a knife to the chest it hurt so bad. He looked at me waiting for me to say it and the worse thing
was, not only had I never said it, I couldn't say it. With his prodding and eventually with a few tries I managed
to stammer out “I love you God.”. What a defining moment in my life. I think I have a slight feeling how Paul
felt on the road to Damascus when Jesus stopped him from kicking “against the pricks”. (Acts 26:14)

Knowing the law and scripture is one thing, knowing God and Jesus and being able to recognize him is a whole
other thing. So, when I say this:

America, you THINK you know Jesus, you do not.
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I mean it quite literally, I am not saying it because I am any better then any other sinner worthy of death, I am
saying it because it is true and you are about to lose both your life AND your soul. God is furious with us !

Literally Selling the Family Farm

In 2010 in an attempt to save this nation my wonderful wife gave me permission to sell our farm, at a loss,
which was 100% paid off, so I could use the money to save the USA. I quite literally sold the family farm, 30
acres of EOTW (End Of The World) property with a fresh water spring, a stream, and fishes, that I really loved
and fought to keep, so I would have the money to run for Congress as an independent .... because I -HATE- the
republicans almost as much as I hate the demonOrats !

Here it WAS:

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Indian+Heights+Dr,+St+Albans,+ME+04971/@44.9215796,69.3812485,516m

The 30+ acres at the end of the cul-de-sac down a private 1600 foot road, one property back from one of the
nicest lakes in Maine ( 1 mile wide x 4 miles long)

What was it I told her that convinced her to sell it too ? I told her I could not go, run, and hide to save my ass on
my EOTW property, while my country crashed and burned around me, that I rather be broke and dead before
doing that. How could I ever enjoy my property, knowing I turned my back on the USA, without giving it my
best effort to save it. I cried a long time giving that up because what I dreamed about was a summer camp for
inner city kids, where they could enjoy nature, learn some Bible, and having the 10 commandments on the front
door of my final house.

Laying out under the stars in the middle of rural Maine on your own 30 acre spread is awesome.

By “chance” a year or so later, I went to buy a 1963 Jeep in the mountains of Georgia and as I am pulling into
the driveway I see a big sign on the right side of the farm, near the gate, with the 10 commandments. Then I am
talking with the farmer and find out he and his wife invite inner city kids out to the farm in the summer to learn
farming, some Bible, and to get away from it all. Some of us are worthy of that honor and stewardship and some
of us are not. God had different plans for me and I knew it not.

Why did I want to go to the cesspool of the USA, aka Washington DC? Because if I was elected, then it would
officially be “my” House and I wanted to bless the capitol building (now “my” house) so the demon possessed
(Obama and Congress) could no longer enter it.

► TQO#212 – Christians - It is important you believe Pelosi's & the Clintons' words (click)

I spent the money warning 600+ churches (aka all the Christian places of worship in the yellow pages – also
Muslims, Buddhists, Jews) by direct mail and seeking support. Thank you to everyone that never replied back
including the mega churches in the USA, the “Christian” TV shows, the radio shows (Beck, Rush, etc.),
FoxNews.com, and all the on-line “pastors” that say to write or call if you need help, then do not help or even
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reply. Thanks for nothing, literally. I could not get anyone to properly acknowledge God and Luke 1:36-55 and
Deut 28:12. No not even so called “pro-life” groups!

At least now, I understand why I failed trying to save the USA, it was condemned in the Bible already to the end
time destruction. Unlike the 1st John Brown, I did not “take” the sword (Matthew 26:52) when I failed to wake
the people,
=================================
Matthew 26:52 (KJV)
52 Then said Jesus unto him, Put up again thy sword into his place: for all they that take the sword shall
perish with the sword.
=================================
(though that does not mean you should not arm yourself in a world that rejected Jesus (2nd amendment is a God
given right)
=================================
Luke 22 (KJV)
36 Then said he unto them, But now, he that hath a purse, let him take it, and likewise his scrip: and he that
hath no sword, let him sell his garment, and buy one.
=================================

I just kept on in a way I thought would please God planting seeds, and to justify his name and wrath.

“I love God. I love Jesus.” are the words I could not get ANY republican to say on TV or the House Floor.
Remember that well! Oh, they say they “believe” in God, as does Obama, but, so do the demons that Jesus cast
out into the pigs, that then ran themselves to death.

Now onto Manhattan, that cursed city.

If you do research on the Statue of Liberty you will find EASTER has seven rays on her head and it is suppose
to represent the 7 land masses.

What Do the Seven Spikes on the Statue of Liberty's Crown Represent?
http://traveltips.usatoday.com/seven-spikes-statue-libertys-crown-represent-61191.html
“The seven spikes on the crown of the statue represent the seven seas and continents of the world, according to
the National Park Service. ”

Free Mason / Illuminati cow poop propaganda for the ignorant masses, mocking God !

This is what it is suppose to represent with their EASTER goddess:
=====
Zechariah 4 (KJV)
10 For who hath despised the day of small things? for they shall rejoice, and shall see the plummet in the hand
of Zerubbabel with those seven; they are the eyes of the Lord, which run to and fro through the whole earth.
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=====
Revelation 5:6 (KJV)
6 And I beheld, and, lo, in the midst of the throne and of the four beasts, and in the midst of the elders, stood a
Lamb as it had been slain, having seven horns and seven eyes, which are the seven Spirits of God sent forth into
all the earth.
=====

Let us touch on the other “7”

► Curse of the Zeroes – Part 4 – Zechariah 13 - what kills the whore (aka USA) of Babylon? (click)
“This is New York City ! It even has seven parts which are: Manhattan (Curse of the Zeroes – part 1 and 2 –
1613 slavery - President Lincoln speech – 9/11 WTC), Bronx , Staten Island, Brooklyn, Queens, Nassau, Long
Island.”

The seven rays represent #1 Manhattan #2 Bronx #3 Staten Island #4Brooklyn #5 Queens, #6 Nassau, #7 Long
Island.

But, wait, it gets better yet !

From:
► Understanding our history and slavery, using the Bible & "numerics" # 1 (click here)
(to be shortly redone and renamed “Curse of the Zeroes-Part 1-….”

“On March 4, 1865, Lincoln delivered his second inaugural address.

Yet, if God wills that it continue, until all the wealth piled by the bond-man's two hundred and fifty years of
unrequited toil shall be sunk, and until every drop of blood drawn with the lash, shall be paid by another drawn
with the sword, as was said three thousand years ago, so still it must be said "the judgments of the Lord, are true
and righteous altogether."

What 250 years was Lincoln referring to?
From:
► Understanding our history, slavery, using the Bible & "numerics" # 2( click here)
(to be shortly redone and renamed “Curse of the Zeroes-Part 1 …. ”
“► 1613 slave post opened in Manhattan”
=================================
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_New_York_City_(prehistory-1664)

“In 1613, the Dutch established a trading post on the western shore of Manhattan Island in the area of present
Church Street where the WTC was located; this is the beginning of a global financial center, obtaining thus a
commercial spirit from its very humble beginnings …
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Among its first settlers were Christiaan Hendriksen (who could be considered as a founder of New York City)
and Jan Rodrigues the first black man to live in the city.
...
The economic activity brought in a wide variety of ethnic groups to the fledging city during the 17th century,
including Spanish, Jews, and Africans, some of them as slaves.”
=================================

SO … the slave post President Lincoln referred to just happens to be where they built the World Trade Centers !

Frequently people WRONGLY think the city of seven mountains is the Roman Catholic Church of Rome
because it sits on seven mountains and because of it's corruption, BUT, it has seen death, widowhood, and
invasion many times, the last being World War II. Plus, people ignore Revelation 4, which is of things to come.
When John wrote Rev 17, they knew Rome and the seven hills, it was not a mystery!

Many people think it is NYC that is the city on the seven mountains that God wipes out that has spread it's
wickedness throughout the world. But, the seven mountains are not there, but, in Albany New York. This comes
down to one thing, is what you are reading, actually what you think you are reading?

Can you see the free mason statue of Lady Liberty from Albany or can you see the free mason Statue of Liberty
from Manhattan?

From the Blue Letter Bible on-line, one of the best sites on the Internet for research. What does it say the seven
mountains are ?

Rev 17:9
And here is the mind which hath wisdom. The seven heads are seven mountains, on which the woman sitteth.

- > THIS IS DESCRIBING 09/11/2001 !
- > WTC01 to WTC07 being knocked down, what the whore of Babylon sits on for power ! The heads !

heads Strong's G2776 - kephalē
feminine noun
Root Word (Etymology)
From the primary kapto (in the sense of seizing)
the head, both of men and often of animals. Since the loss of the head destroys life, this word is used in the
phrases relating to capital and extreme punishment.
metaph. anything supreme, chief, prominent
of things: the corner stone
=================================
mountains Strong's G3735 - oros
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oros
Pronunciation
o'-ros (Key)
Part of Speech : neuter noun
Root Word (Etymology)
Probably from an obsolete oro (to rise or "rear", perhaps akin to αἴρω (G142), cf ὄρνις (G3733))
Outline of Biblical Usage
a mountain
=================================
Now, Pastor Arnold Murray said that the newer Strongs was corrupted by the Kenites on purpose, just as the
NIV is, to hid the truth of God's word on purpose. Which is why SCN offered the older “unrevised” printed
edition. I am about to prove him correct !

Plus, as I have said before, though the New Testament is written in English, translated from Greek, when
looking at what was really said, you have to ask yourself, in what language was Jesus speaking walking around
in the middle of Jerusalem, to his followers.

Do you really think all the Hebrews from Israel following Jesus around, including the fishermen and tax
collectors spoke Greek, when they were under Romans that spoke Latin? What languages were on the sign
above the cross? When Jesus was hanging from the cross and repeating word for word Psalms 22, do you think
he was speaking it in Greek? You have heard the phrase “it's Greek to me” .

Do you think Jesus would sow that kind of confusion among his followers? When Jesus is talking to his own
birth mother while hanging from the cross, what language was Jesus speaking? Luke 1:36-55, probably the most
beautiful words in the Bible, that so called “pastors” refuse to read to their sheep on “Christmas”, do you really
think Elizabeth spoke them to Mary in Greek? Really? Elizabeth a woman married to a Levite priest serving at
the temple was not speaking Greek to a fellow Hebrew! So when you read the New Testament and come across
something uncertain you have to say, what was the intent in the original language or Hebrew which was the
spoken language most people were using in the New Testament.

So, in Greek the “seven heads” REPRESENT seven female cornerstones “relating to capital and extreme
punishment.” A cornerstone is what you use to raise a building, usually the first and best block because if it is
off, so is the whole building and foundation. It is “squared” up to the lot.

Please note the free mason symbol is the builder’s “square”.

mountains
Now, look at the older printed Strongs and the newer on-line version. What words were left out in the newer
versions?
Mountain (as lifting itself above the plain)

It is a description, not a noun.
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So, to properly describe this sight picture John was seeing is “seven female cornerstones lifting itself above the
plain”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Trade_Center_site

Which are/were the World Trade Center 1, WTC 2, WTC 3, WTC4, WTC 5, WTC6, WTC7

Now, here is where you have to have understanding, what “mountains” would John have used in describing this
scene orally to his students, a scene of destruction and death of the heads, who would later write it in Greek ?
=====
2Sa 1:21
Ye mountains of Gilboa, let there be no dew, neither let there be rain, upon you, nor fields of offerings: for there
the shield of the mighty is vilely cast away, the shield of Saul, as though he had not been anointed with oil.
=====
Where the shields of the mighty vilely cast away, when those Muslims crashed the airplanes into the two WTC
buildings, which ended up destroying all seven of them? Our worse attack since World War II ?

Was it an act that felt like God was no longer protecting the country “as though he had not been anointed with
oil.”. Jesus is the anointing oil. Same as the 11/13/2015 terrorist attacks in Paris, France? France's worse attack
since World War II ?
=====
mountains - Strong's H2022 – har -  ַהרTransliteration har
Pronunciation -har (Key) - Part of Speech masculine noun
Root Word (Etymology) - A shortened form of ( ַהרH2042) Dictionary Aids
TWOT Reference: 517a Outline of Biblical Usage
hill, mountain, hill country, mount
=====
Gilboa Strong's H1533 – Gilboa` -  ּגִ לְ ּב ַֹע- Transliteration - Gilboa`
Pronunciation - ghil·bō'·ah (Key) - Part of Speech - proper locative noun
Root Word (Etymology) - From ( ּגַ לH1530) and ( ָּב ָעהH1158) - Outline of Biblical Usage
Gilboa = "swollen heap"
a mountain-ridge at the southeastern end of the plain of Jezreel, site of the death of Saul and Jonathan
=====
Strong's H1530 – gal -  ּגַ ל- Transliteration - gal
Pronunciation - gal (Key) - Part of Speech - masculine noun
Root Word (Etymology) - From ( ּגָ לַ לH1556) - Dictionary Aids - TWOT Reference: 353a
Outline of Biblical Usage
heap, spring, wave, billow , heap (of stones), over dead body, alone, used in ratifying a covenant,
waves (fig. of chastisement of Jehovah)
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spring
=====
Strong's H1158 – ba`ah -  ָּב ָעה- Transliteration - ba`ah
Pronunciation - bä·ä' (Key) - Part of Speech - verb
Root Word (Etymology) A primitive root Dictionary Aids TWOT Reference: 259
Outline of Biblical Usage
to seek out, swell, cause to swell, boil up, enquire
(Qal)
to seek, enquire, to cause to boil up
(Niphal)
to be searched out
(1) pr. to make to swell, to cause water to swell and bol, Isa 64:1 As "the fire maketh the water to boil"
=====
Rev 17:9
And here is the mind which hath wisdom. The seven heads are seven mountains, on which the woman sitteth.

Here is the line properly translated into a parabolic image using the above.
=====
The Seven Heads
The seven female heads (of the whore of Babylon) are grasped, taken, and cut off, in capital and extreme
punishment, that destroys life. The female EASTER corner stones of world commerce (World Trade Center).
( your house corner stones laid with your 1st born sons of abortion)

Are Seven Mountains
What do the 7 mountains look like when beheaded?

The seven (strong male - maybe as an erect penis) mountains lifted above the plain (WTC01 through 07)

your shields (military, law enforcement, free mason rules, paper and money) of the mighty (the rich traders of
the world) are vilely cast away.

Do you remember all those papers floating down ... which fueled the fire? Then once the "heads" or upper
floors of the buildings were cut off in waves of fire. The mounts fell into mountains of Gilboa.

Swollen heaps of stone (concrete) over dead bodies, the waves (fig.) of chastisement of Jehovah as each floor
fell upon each other !

The dust, fire, and debris (Strong's H1158) boiled up to the sky after Jehovah (YHVH} searched you out.
=====
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The message is your time is up America, the whore of Babylon, you are dead!
Flee SODOM for your lives, if you do not want to die with the other sinners ! *02.

=============================
Luke 13:4 (KJV)
4 Or those eighteen, upon whom the tower in Siloam fell, and slew them, think ye that they were sinners above
all men that dwelt in Jerusalem?
5 I tell you, Nay: but, except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish.
=============================

Revelation 18:4 (KJV)
4 And I heard another voice from heaven, saying, Come out of her, my people,
that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues.
=============================

John Brown
*1 Within the covers of the Bible are all the answers for all the problems men face. Ronald Reagan
*2 Maccabees 9:5-12
And when he could not even endure his own stench, he said this: “It is right to submit to God and, since man is
mortal, not to think he is God's equal”
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► Curse of the Zeroes – Part 6 - 2016 election with the King
(Trump) and Whore (Clinton) of Babylon
1st Published : 2016-10-28
Revised

: 2017-01-19 11:05

► Curse of the Zeroes – Understanding the 2016 election with the King and Whore of Babylon

Hi,

Please note I originally published part of this on a few blogs and websites in responses to written articles from
the blind, but, decided not to include it in the books I sent out, including to Donald Trump, because … no one
will probably believe it until it actually happens. Though I added this bit back in August 2016 to the “Curse of
the Zeroes”.

“Added 20160829: … two people from NYC running for president, how should I describe them?
With the whore (Mrs. Clinton) and King (Donald Trump) running for POTUS, this is going to be an interesting
election and probably the most meaningless and worthless of all ! “
Surprise, surprise, surprise, Donald Trump wins, what a shock! Not really … in Revelation 17 does the whore
of Babylon get defeated by the King of Babylon (Satan)? The answer is yes, so, was Donald Trump’s HUGE
win over the whore of Babylon (Clinton) such a big surprise? No, not really at least for me.
I recently went through this link and thought it might be enlightening to a few people, so, I am including it here.
It better explains the Statue of Liberty and what adorns NYC harbor and the capitol building.
Whatever you do, no -NOT- send money. Imho, A true prophet or messenger of God would never insist on
charging you money as a condition for your salvation for any reason. As examples, Jesus did not, the apostles
Jesus sent, he sent out without their money bags, Paul worked for his living and made a point about how he
supported himself and asked for nothing, and even the stenographer did not, in fact she GAVE money by being
fired !
Now, that the USA did not end on our pagan calendar date of 2017-01-01, they keep delaying the SHTF date to
“sometime” in 2017 … to rack in more money of course. A bit whorish, no?
http://survivetheenddays.com/noo_i3_t/
The rest of part #6 that I wrote previously, follows, so excuse the past tense. This is so you can understand the
disaster and destruction that is about to fall on the USA and why. I encourage you to leave the homosexual
marriage states and the east and west coast because that is exactly what God’s written word tells you to do !
=================================
#1 - The first thing I want to make clear is God has already chosen the “winner” and nothing will change that,
no matter what I or anyone else says or does.
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#2 – The New World Order will soon get their NWO, and nothing will change that, no matter what I or anyone
else says or does. Though it will not come in or end as these Satan worshipers wish and imagine.
#3 – The USA has become a true enemy of God and will soon be destroyed and invaded, no matter what I or
anyone else says or does.

#4 – The Curse of the Zeroes is suppose to be called to your attention, with
numbers, and the picking of these two candidates !
I had asked God a few questions and have not received an answer yet. They are as follows.
#1 - It was basically, does the Curse end with #44, after the 3 divisions (2a Clinton, 2b Bush #43, 2c Obama
#44) with the USA somehow destroyed, because #45 means life giver (aka Jesus) or is God’s hand taken off us
(blessings of Israel ) and we are allowed to blindly go to hell, literally.
=================================
Genesis 48
16 The Angel which redeemed me from all evil, bless the lads; and let my name be named on them, and the
name of my fathers Abraham and Isaac; and let them grow into a multitude in the midst of the earth.
19 And his father refused, and said, I know it, my son, I know it: he also shall become a people, and he also
shall be great: but truly his younger brother* shall be greater than he, and his seed shall become a multitude of
nations.
(* Ephraim aka USA)
=================================
Because the three divisions are basically the writing on the wall, when the kingdom of Babylon was destroyed
and taken from the king that mocked God, Congress’s own stenographer warned Congress, God will not be
mocked three times !!! I know someone is suppose to come after Obama (Rev 17), but, is he elected or does he
arrive by force, or by flatteries?
#2 Because of Bible numerics, I suspected there might be an 8th president to die in office, which was in the
earlier version (non-book) published.
#3 Will God allow the numerics of the “Curse of the Zeroes” be undone between Presidents Harrison and
Reagan?
#4 Can we at least end our country with a leader that loves God? This was more of a plea and wish than
anything else!
Now follows the explanation of our fate, but, first the back story of our founding, in the Bible, covered a bit
more in depth so you understand how we are at the end.
Pagan Liberty, our much touted “melting pot”, and homosexual rainbow - what does God think?
How about we cover our $20,000,000,000,000+ in national debt, ½ of that done under Obama?
=================================
Deuteronomy 28:12 (KJV)
12 The Lord shall open unto thee his good treasure, the heaven to give the rain unto thy land in his season, and
to bless all the work of thine hand: and thou shalt lend unto many nations, and thou shalt not borrow.
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=================================
What does GOD think about (white, ruddy) Ephraim’s “melting pot” represented by our pagan Statue of
Liberty, in NYC harbour?
=================================
Hosea 7 (KJV)
8 Ephraim, he hath mixed himself among the people; Ephraim is a cake not turned.
=================================
What do you get when you have a cake not turned? (aka not mixed properly) A big lumpy mess, with great
ugly tasteless divisions, when heated in an oven it burns, and gives a foul taste in the mouth.
Even a godless liberal parasite DemonOrat such as Obama’s friend Van Jones is starting to get it ...
Former Obama Advisor Van Jones Rips Obama's 'Speeches and Tears,' Explains How President is 'a
Failure'
http://ijr.com/2017/01/776306-former-obama-advisor-van-jones-rips-obamas-speeches-and-tears-and-declaresthe-president-a-failure/
“All the speeches and all the tears did not bring us together. We now enter 2017 as the divided states of
America. Divided by region and divided by race. The big question: Can Donald Trump succeed where Obama
failed?”
FWIW: God’s written word says … !NO!
=================================
Hosea 7 (KJV)
9 Strangers have devoured his strength, and he knoweth it not: yea, gray hairs are here and there upon him,
yet he knoweth not.
(Let’s make America great again!)
10 And the pride of Israel testifieth to his face: and they do not return to the Lord their God, nor seek him for all
this.
=================================
Besides the DemonOrats booing the mention of God at Hillary’s DNC, did I mention how many USPS priority
letters I sent trying to get the so called “republicans” to properly ackowldge God on stage during ANY debate,
including the primaries? Plus, Romney was sent at six of them (2 before 3 debates) before the Obama debates
and I sent Donald Trump four of the them along with the Curse of the Zeroes booklets.
God said in the Old Testament that Israel relying of Egypt was like leaning on a sharp stick in the palm of the
hand.
=================================
Hosea 7 (KJV)
11 Ephraim also is like a silly dove without heart: they call to Egypt, they go to Assyria.
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12 When they shall go, I will spread my net upon them; I will bring them down as the fowls of the heaven; I
will chastise them, as their congregation hath heard.
=================================
Just Google “What country is Assyria today”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assyrian_people
“Their original homeland was thought to be located in the area around the Tigris and Euphrates. Today, the
indigenous Assyrian homeland areas are "part of today's northern Iraq, southeastern Turkey, northwestern Iran
and northeastern Syria".
they call to Egypt,
So … how has Sadat and Jimmy Carter’s agreement worked out, besides Sadat being killed for it?
How has it worked out with our “former” friend of Egypt?
How has the Arab Spring worked out for Obama with his friends The Muslim Brotherhood now running Egypt?
At least they gave Mubarak a nice jail cell … after raping the news reporter ...
they go to Assyria.
How did Iraq work out for President Bush #43?
How did Iraq work out with Obama’s “early withdrawal” ?
Obama has quite literally raised up the locust army of Satan!
How has Syria and Libya worked out under Obama? We called to Egypt for their help, the country erupts in
civil war and our so called “moderate” Arab/Muslim “friend” is removed. Obama gives a red line in Syria,
what ends up happening? We go and bomb it, put troops/spies on the ground, yet Russia ends up being the top
dog there.
=================================
Hosea 7 (KJV)
13 Woe unto them! for they have fled from me: destruction unto them! because they have transgressed against
me: though I have redeemed them, yet they have spoken lies against me.
14 And they have not cried unto me with their heart, when they howled upon their beds: they assemble
themselves for corn and wine, and they rebel against me.
15 Though I have bound and strengthened their arms, yet do they imagine mischief against me.
=================================
As President Lincoln noted, we are great through the blessings of God.
We have fled from God with homosexual everything (Lev 20:13), with our national debt (Deut 28:12), and
most importantly we transgressed against God by the 1st degree murder of HIS children and innocent souls with
abortion (Luke 1:36-55).
they assemble themselves for corn and wine,
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You mean like getting falling down drunk while stuffing your face, while watching Sunday and Monday night
football?
=================================
Hosea 7 (KJV)
16 They return, but not to the most High: they are like a deceitful bow: their princes shall fall by the sword for
the rage of their tongue: this shall be their derision in the land of Egypt.
=================================
their princes shall fall by the sword
What did Congress’s own stenographer say to them, before they dragged her off? That God will not be mocked,
she said it three times.
As I wrote in Feb and March 2014, God showed me, God was going to cut off the hand of Congress , then
killing them, and sending them through the front door of hell. Everyone from Obama, the IRS, FBI, ATF,
SCOTUS, the UN, etc. has cut off the hand of Congress (their law) and made them useless. So much for the
document written by the free mason and it’s power of “we the people” to save us when it could not even deliver
us from Obama. Well, the good and bad news is there is no waiting 1,000 years for the lake of fire for Congress
after God kills them!
So, in Iran where they call Israel “little Satan” and the USA “big Satan”, when God destroys this nation and
kills Congress for mocking him (remember the stenographer’s message?), do you think they will celebrate,
along with MUSLIM Brotherhood running Egypt, that we leaned on? Our bows (hi-tech weapons, anti-missile
shield, nuclear weapons and … nuclear air craft carriers) will not save us. The Muslims and Arabs will be
mocking the USA and Jesus, as in if they can save others then why not save yourself and come off that cross?

Now unto Understanding Trump and Clinton inside the Curses
The “Curse of the Zeroes” , where presidents started to die in office that were elected in years ending in zeros,
was1840, starting with the death of President Harrison, who remained the oldest president elected to office, until
President Reagan was elected in 1980, who also ended the OBVIOUS curse by not dying in office.
To understand the two current choices requires some background.
Here is what Congress’s own stenographer told them, after I warned Congress for years by e-mail, Twitter,
Facebook, voice calls, letters, and priority mail, about when and why their probation periods would be up. They
chose to mock God and ignore the warnings!
► TQO#250 Deut 28 curses for dummies (mocking Congressmen) & Sen. Thune (click)
We do not know what the stenographer said on the House Floor, she does not remember and we have no audio,
but, I have suspected it was from the Book of Daniel, which they mocked in ObamaCare! What is part of what
the House’s own scribe (stenographer) said in the HALLWAY as they dragged her away ?
► TQO#249 Stenographer Dianne Reidy House Floor – 2nd warning from God (click)
=================================
" He will not be mocked, he will not be mocked. …. He will not be mocked.
The greatest deception here, is this is NOT one nation under God.
=================================
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Is there anything in scripture to prove her point about this is NOT one nation under God and NEVER was?
Satan and Jesus have 3 conversations in the Bible, think about this one:
=================================
Matthew 4 (KJV)
8 Again, the devil taketh him up into an exceeding high mountain, and sheweth him all the kingdoms of the
world, and the glory of them;
9 And saith unto him, All these things will I give thee, if thou wilt fall down and worship me.
10 Then saith Jesus unto him, Get thee hence, Satan: for it is written, Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God, and
him only shalt thou serve.
=================================
Did Jesus rebuke Satan that he was lying about being able to give him ALL the kingdoms? No, he did not,
why?
Because Satan ends up running them ALL. That includes the USA, the whore of Babylon! The greatest
deception of Satan is not that he does not exist, it is getting people to believe they are following God,
worshiping God, and under his protection, when they are actually following Satan, worshiping Satan, and under
his protection and rule, right into the lake of fire !
God will not be mocked !
With these two choices, YHVH has called your attention to the “Curse of the Zeroes” and his authority of
scripture, AGAIN, to prove a point about how God will not be mocked and that God is destroying the USA and
killing Congress ! That this is not one nation under God and that it never was, just as the messenger from God
stated!

Now onto your 2016 choices for presidents

“William Henry Harrison, Sr. (February 9, 1773 – April 4, 1841) was the ninth President of the United States
(1841), an American military officer and politician, and the last president born as a British subject. He was also
the first president to die in office. He was 68 years, 23 days old when inaugurated, the oldest president to take
office until Ronald Reagan in 1981.”
Please note this part well “the oldest president to TAKE office”
President Ronald Reagan was born February 6, 1911
“Hillary Diane Rodham born October 26, 1947
If Mrs. Clinton wins, she'd be nearly 69 years, three months old when she takes the oath of office. That would
make her the second-oldest person to be sworn in–behind Ronald Reagan, who was a little more than 69 years,
11 months old when he became president in 1981”
If Mrs. Clinton (the whore of Babylon defeats the King of Babylon?) wins she will push out President Harrison
from his place in the curse.
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Do you know which president (imho) that God hated the most, BEFORE the USA elected Obama? President
Harrison because he served the shortest term, barely a month, before God killed him, the man that declared how
righteous he was …. in his own eyes !
Do you know which president (imho*1) that God loved the most? How about we start with this:
“Within the covers of the Bible are all the answers for all the problems men face.” - Ronald Reagan
What does President Reagan’s number mean in the Curse?
#40 Probation and hex$ #28 CHRIST IN YOU: GOD IN YOU
Now if Donald Trump is elected, born June 14, 1946 (age 70), he would be the oldest person to be SWORN
into office on Jan 20th, 2017 ! You are suppose to compare Trump to Reagan in the Curse!
What quote do we have from Donald Trump, which no other runner for POTUS, from either party has stated?
“I love God. I love my church.”. We know from published news reports Donald Trump has been actively
seeking advice about Jesus and how he should rule.
For what it is worth, unlike Clinton which hates God, I think you could probably get Putin to say the same
thing as Donald Trump!
As I have said before, I think God has blessed Donald Trump’s hand from the very beginning just for this
moment in time so he could be the King of Babylon. What did Donald Trump say during a 2016 interview? “I
love God. I love my church.” Did you hear those words come out of anyone else’s mouth during the election
season? “Christian” Ted Cruz during his filibuster did not even let one line of scripture pass his lips! What a
Christian example he is!
If you read the Book of Daniel, which Congress mocked in ObamaCare, you will note despite his pagan beliefs
and building idols of himself for people to worship, the King of Babylon praised God and honored him !
=================================
Daniel 3 (KJV)
28 Then Nebuchadnezzar spake, and said, Blessed be the God of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego...
29 Therefore I make a decree, That every people, nation, and language, which speak any thing amiss against the
God of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego, shall be cut in pieces, and their houses shall be made a dunghill:
because there is no other God that can deliver after this sort.
=================================
What did another King of Babylon say after Daniel was rescued from the lion’s den?
=================================
Daniel 6 (KJV)
25 Then king Darius wrote unto all people, nations, and languages, that dwell in all the earth; Peace be
multiplied unto you.
26 I make a decree, That in every dominion of my kingdom men tremble and fear before the God of
Daniel: for he is the living God, and stedfast for ever, and his kingdom that which shall not be destroyed, and
his dominion shall be even unto the end.
=================================
What Does Trump's Promise Of A Nation 'Under One God' Really Mean?
http://www.npr.org/2016/09/18/494367803/what-does-trumps-promise-of-a-nation-under-one-god-really-mean
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“"Imagine what our country could accomplish if we started working together as one people, under one God,
saluting one flag," Trump said,”
What it means is you have three kings of Babylon Nebuchadnezzar, Darius, and Donald Trump honor and
put the God of Daniel, YWVH, above all other Gods!
With the numerics from the “Curse of the Zeroes” you are suppose to draw a line connecting Clinton → to
Harrison that LIED, committed grave sins, slaughtered innocents, and claimed how righteous he was in his own
eyes, before God killed him for it!
You are suppose to draw a line connecting Trump → to Reagan who loved God and God loved him!
God marked Obama as Lord Of The Flies for you:
► TQO#237 Thank You God YHVH confirming my Obama=Lord of the Flies, so soon ! (click)
“"The buzzing insect stole the show as the President announced two new members of his second administration,
cutting wild loops around the leader of the free world before landing squarely on his forehead. "”
Then God marked Clinton with a fly to her forehead too, this time during the debate itself !
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/that-time-a-fly-landed-on-hillary-clintons-face-during-a-presidential-debate/
ABASE TO DE FACE !
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=================================
Daniel 4 (KJV)
37 Now I Nebuchadnezzar praise and extol and honour the King of heaven, all whose works are truth, and his
ways judgment: and those that walk in pride he is able to abase.
=================================
How should I describe the Whore of Babylon, Mrs. Clinton, and Congress?
=================================
Matthew 23:27 (KJV)
27 Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye are like unto whited sepulchres, which indeed
appear beautiful outward, but are within full of dead men's bones, and of all uncleanness.
=================================
In case you did not notice with the wikileak e-mail dumps, Mrs. Clinton will do ANYTHING to get elected,
including lying, destroying people, killing people, and part of that willing to do anything for money, includes
lying to those people that “love” her that vote for her, while fornicating in truth with the corporations that feed
her money past her filthy lips.

THE PERFECT WHORE
Mrs. Clinton represents perfectly the whore of Babylon. She can plastic up her face, botox her flesh, and wear
pants suits to hide her fatness and grossness, but, she is so filled with corruption of her body she can barely
waddle around and has to lean on a baby stool during a debate. Mrs. Clinton is slipping with both feet into the
grave and as waves of corruption cover her head, she is still adamant about how great her health and morals are.
All she cares about is comfort, power, and money, she does not care about the lives she has destroyed in her
quest for power or how many lies she has told in her quest for money or how many souls she has led to hell or
which man OR woman with which she has slept. Mrs. Clinton would abort John The Baptist at six months
(Luke 1:36) and Jesus himself at conception or birth itself! Mrs. Clinton has no love of God or Jesus, which is
why she is so empty, angry, and bitter! The perfect whore for Rev 17 !
JUST IN ! (updated 2017-01-18)
Right from Mr. Putin himself, everything I just said about Mrs. Clinton !
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/01/17/putin-those-who-leaked-trump-dossier-worse-thanprostitutes.html
““Prostitution is an ugly social phenomenon . . . but people who order such fakes, which are now used against
the elected president of the United States, fabricate information and use it in the political struggle, they are
worse than prostitutes,” Putin said, according to a translation by Sputnik News. “They have no moral limits.”
Which perfectly describes the whore of Babylon (Clinton and the USA).
We have Planned Parenthood on video describing selling the brains of fetuses they murdered so they could buy
new cars for themselves! If that does not describe a lack of moral limits, I do not know what does!
By many estimates abortion doctor and murderer Kermit Gosnell killed close to 15,000 babies ! Some
countries such as Russia having declining birth rates and are trying to encourage marriage the way God
intended, while the whore of Babylon kills on average 3287 babies a day, 40% of them black when the
population is 12-13% black. This is literally black genocide.
Russia and the Crimea
Then the USA cries big baby tears about how horrible Russia is by invading the Crimea. I have 1970s
propaganda from when the Russian ships (destroyers?) visited Boston talking about the heroes of WWII and the
Crimea. I have watched films produced during WWII about how much of a price Russia paid to take it back
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from Nazi Germany. They literally fought without guns, they would wait until the guy in front of them got shot
dead, then rush forward and grab his rifle to rush forward with the assault. This is one reason I regretted selling
my Mosin 91-30s (one of them was a 1932 hex receiver!) because I became poorer in order to save the USA,
before I knew we were the whore of Babylon, because it reminded me of our brother in law Edom’s struggle
against the Nazi. They really paid a high price to defeat Germany, compared to the USA.
Pervert Men in Womens’ bathrooms
They make a big to do about allowing men, men with a penis and male chromosomes, being allowed to dress up
and use the womens’ bathroom across the USA, for their comfort and safety. Then what happens, the worse
mass slaughter in USA history at the homosexual Pulse Nightclub in Florida, by a devout follower of Satan.
Where do they go for shelter? Certainly not God, they go to their pervert bathrooms and hide in toilets where
they are slaughtered while whimpering for mercy. Did Sodom return to God after that lesson? No more then
her sister Gomorrah France did after the Paris attacks where the devout followers of Satan killed the literal
Satan worshipers singing about French kissing him.
► TQO#293 WoB to Paris France: You EARNED Friday the 13th terror attacks 11/13/2015 ! (click)
► TQO#295 God's message to Dubai Sheikh Mohammed - NSA USA (WoB) - Israel Netanyahu (click)
So, I can understand why Russia wanted the Crimea back and the port, there is no understanding the slaughter
of the blessings of God with abortion and allowing homosexual perverts into the bathroom of women, except
we have fallen into a bottomless pit of “They have no moral limits.” just as Hoover predicted we would if we
allowed pornography to flourish in the USA!
How does God describe the whore?
=================================
Proverbs 5 (KJV)
3 For the lips of a strange woman drop as an honeycomb, and her mouth is smoother than oil:
4 But her end is bitter as wormwood, sharp as a two-edged sword.
5 Her feet go down to death; her steps take hold on hell.
6 Lest thou shouldest ponder the path of life, her ways are moveable, that thou canst not know them.
=================================
From wikileaks you now have proof in her own words and her advisors own words as to “her ways are
moveable, that thou canst not know them.”
God has given you the perfect WHORE of Babylon (Clinton) and King of Babylon (Trump) to vote upon in
2016, to be filled up with deception because this nation mocked God and ignored his warning delivered directly
to Congress by their own stenographer!
=================================
As I have said before, this letter to John Kerry in 1998 (3 x 666) is the reason Obama picked Clinton and then
Kerry as Sec. Of State, Obama must laugh his behind off frequently at his cleverness !
► TP#72 One of my letters from 1998 - a lesson in government (click here)
“Are we a nation of prostitutes?
I watched the impeachment and President Clinton’s speech afterwards. It boiled down to one thing, put the
value of our money before the value of our morals. Should the economy and making money count more then
moral values? It should not. Have we sunk so far morally that we now mirror the prostitute described in
Revelations? I hope not. “
17 something years later I find out the USA is the prostitute described in Revelation!
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If you pick Clinton, who perfectly paints a picture of the USA as the perfect LYING, dying, filled with
corruption whore, with the sweet lips attached to a filthy mouth and filthy bodily deeds, you totally throw away
all moral values with anything goes, no matter how perverted, she leads you to hell.
From the above letter of 1998 “The most important reason to remove President Clinton is he has essentially
thumbed his nose at God, the American public, Congress, the Constitution, and the jury.” BINGO ! Mrs.
Clinton, the witch of Endor, hits all of the above herself.
The witch of Endor? Oh wait, you did not know Mr. and Mrs. Clinton channel “Eleanor” (Roosevelt) and pass
advice and messages back and forth from “her” ? Wonder what Eleanor said about the e-mails, maybe not to
worry that everything will be alright?
If you pick Donald Trump, the King of Babylon, you “Should the economy and making money count more then
moral values? “ Make America great again, build a wall for defense … instead for seeking the best wall of all,
the protection of God !
=================================
Job 1 (KJV)
1 There was a man in the land of Uz, whose name was Job; and that man was perfect and upright, and one that
feared God, and eschewed evil. ... so that this man was the greatest of all the men of the east.
9 Then Satan answered the Lord, and said, Doth Job fear God for nought?
10 Hast not thou made an hedge about him, and about his house, and about all that he hath on every
side? thou hast blessed the work of his hands, and his substance is increased in the land.
=================================
Does this not sound like the USA? Is this not how the whore of Babylon is described, until God finally
destroys her?
WICKED MOCKING CONGRESS
Congress was warned how ObamaCare designed by the democrats (DemonOrats) mocked our free mason
Constitution, John Adams, and the Bible. I even gave line by line examples. I even pointed out how it was
illegal under our free mason document. I even pointed out which parts would entirely eliminate employer
health care insurance. I even pointed out the death panels found in the StimUWaste under Waxman’s district.
► ObamaCare evils – the condensed version in .DOC format (click)
Did they warn you at all?
From about early 2010 to 2013, the so called “republicans” running for POTUS and in Congress were warned
many times by voice, e-mail, US mail, and priority mail about how they were violating God’s laws and word.
Mostly Luke 1:36 (abortion) and borrowing (Deut 28:12). The so called “republicans” would not let me read
scripture on the floor in their place during ObamaCare.
Both the House and Senate were warned how Nixon violated Deut 28:12 with killing the gold standard and
borrowing from other nations for the Vietnam War (that turned out well …) in August 1971. They were warned
the 40 year probation period was up in August 2011. What did they do? They mocked God with sequestration
on the 40th year of probation even though they were clearly warned not to do it !
Stenographer
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After spending years trying to get a so called “republican” to say six simple words on the House floor or debate
stage, to honor God, what happens? Congress’s own stenographer delivers a message to them on the House
floor and in their hallway. Congress’s own stenographer was the 1st one to “praise” God properly. Did you know
the first person to “praise” God in the Bible was a woman?
► TQO#249 Stenographer Dianne Reidy House Floor – 2nd warning from God (click)
“The first person in the Bible to “praise” God was a woman, Leah when giving birth to Judah.”
So, this time in the House of Israel (Ephraim aka USA) a woman is the 1st one again!
What did the stenographer say about God, three times?
“He will not be mocked, he will not be mocked. Don't touch me. He will not be mocked.”
God surely will not be mocked by an individual or a nation without being punished, especially if they were
warned for years not to do it , why they were mocking God, and went ahead and did it anyway !
Now, what did I say back in 1998, from the above link?
“Are we a nation of prostitutes?
I watched the impeachment and President Clinton’s speech afterwards. It boiled down to one thing, put the
value of our money before the value of our morals. Should the economy and making money count more then
moral values? It should not. Have we sunk so far morally that we now mirror the prostitute described in
Revelations? I hope not. “
It is far worse, we are the whore of Babylon and Obama is the Satanic idol it has worshiped !
► “Curse of the Zeroes” - the Book of Judgments (click)
King of Babylon
It was obvious to me when listening to Donald Trump’s NY Republican speech, that God blessed his hand in
everything he did, to bring him to this moment.
We now have the King of Babylon (NYC) Donald Trump promising to make America great again with great
economic success ( “Should the economy and making money count more”) . Donald Trump is promising to
secure our borders and protect us from the illegal alien invasion. If all we will do is vote for him and support
him. This is a type meant to represent the true end time king of Babylon, SATAN !
This is just the opposite of what God is going to do! God by his written word is going to destroy both coasts of
the USA, where the Sodom states are that promote homosexual marriage, then we are being invaded by the
most brutal of our enemies that are going to delight in destroying us !
Did you know one of the most moving statements of God’s power in the Bible from a man, is actually from the
King of Babylon?
=================================
Daniel 4 (KJV)
34 And at the end of the days I Nebuchadnezzar lifted up mine eyes unto heaven, and mine understanding
returned unto me, and I blessed the most High, and I praised and honoured him that liveth for ever, whose
dominion is an everlasting dominion, and his kingdom is from generation to generation:
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35 And all the inhabitants of the earth are reputed as nothing: and he doeth according to his will in the army of
heaven, and among the inhabitants of the earth: and none can stay his hand, or say unto him, What doest thou?
=================================
We have Donald Trump on video in an interview saying “I love God. I love my church”. I challenge you to find
ANY record of any Congressman or Senator saying on the floor of their house that they love God ! Even though
I sent many letters, how many so called “republicans” said that during a debate? NONE Not that I did not try to
prompt them to say it ! They actually did exactly the opposite !
► TQO#297 How Romney lost 2012, by the numbers that matter (click)
=================================
Daniel 6:16 (KJV)
16 Then the king commanded, and they brought Daniel, and cast him into the den of lions. Now the king spake
and said unto Daniel, Thy God whom thou servest continually, he will deliver thee.
=================================
A King of Babylon can worship idols, even build an idol of himself to worship, can adhere to the law of the
Persian and the Medes (which ObamaCare mocked) no matter how wrong it is, but, that does not mean he is not
a tool of YHVH to do his will and was raised up for that moment to do his will (blind the king of Jerusalem, kill
his offspring, level Jerusalem, then have another King of Babylon rebuild it!). God named and picked Cyrus
before he was born !
PHARISEES OF CONGRESS
Now, the pharisees of Congress want to pretend to have a fainting spell because their little delicate hearts were
so disturbed at the King of Babylon’s private words about women and kissing them. I have heard much worse
working around mechanics AND salespeople at car dealerships, about their own customers ! You know what is
even worse then Trump’s words? God has shown me what the perverts of Congress do in the basement of their
own house and their ACTIONS FAR exceed the King of Babylon’s WORDS about the opposite sex!
If you voted for Obama twice, I have no doubt you whored after Satan in the 1st earth age, and I have no doubt
you deserve to vote for the whore of Babylon Mrs. Clinton that perfectly reflects our free mason idol in NYC
harbor and the state of our nation. If God picked Mrs. Clinton for this role, can you imagine what she did in the
1st earth age when she followed Satan the 1st time, to earn this title?
As for Donald Trump, you want to vote for Donald Trump to make America great again, have at it.
One thing I would NOT do is oppose Donald Trump (“I love God. I love my church”) by pretending you are
better than he is or you are so shocked by his words, after this nation has killed 40,000,000+ children of God in
the womb (Luke 1:36), approved homosexual marriage for all 50 states (Lev 20:13), has borrowed
$20,000,000,000,000+ dollars with much of it from other nations (Deut 28:12), and uses the Lord’s name in
vain all the time on TV and cable, including with a show on Fox dedicated to Lucifer !
None of us have clean lips and surely none of us in the land of Babylon are equal to or greater then Isaiah!
=================================
Isaiah 6:5 (KJV)
5 Then said I, Woe is me! for I am undone; because I am a man of unclean lips, and I dwell in the midst of a
people of unclean lips: for mine eyes have seen the King, the Lord of hosts.
=================================
WILL GOD LET THE CURSE OF THE ZEROES BE UNDONE?
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Will God let the “Curse of the Zeroes” be undone by having someone elected AND sworn in as the 45th
president of the USA. I have asked this question of God a few times and have received no answer.
If the whore wins, she becomes the 2nd oldest, instead of Harrison! (We have found out now that is not
happening since the election is over)!
If the King of Babylon wins, he becomes the oldest instead of President Ronald Reagan. Did you know the
King of Babylon does not drink alcohol?
#45 in Bible numerics means PRESERVED LIFE
“Shall we go on sinning so that grace may increase? By no means! We died to sin: how can we live in it any
longer?”
With Joseph (savior) of his family in a foreign land, living in the middle of Egypt (to which the USA has
returned, yet again!)
=================================
Genesis 45 (KJV)
45 Then Joseph could not refrain himself before all them that stood by him; and he cried, Cause every man to
go out from me. And there stood no man with him, while Joseph made himself known unto his brethren.
=================================
John the Baptist and where Jesus emptied himself out to come to earth in the flesh.
=================================
Luke 1
15 For he shall be great in the sight of the Lord, and shall drink neither wine nor strong drink; and he shall
be filled with the Holy Ghost, even from his mother's womb.
16 And many of the children of Israel shall he turn to the Lord their God.
17 And he shall go before him in the spirit and power of Elias, to turn the hearts of the fathers to the children,
and the disobedient to the wisdom of the just; to make ready a people prepared for the Lord.
=================================
Donald Trump is suppose to represent TYPES. IMHO, our next leader will be #45 Jesus Christ
=================================
Zechariah 13 (KJV)
9 And I will bring the third part through the fire, and will refine them as silver is refined, and will try them as
gold is tried: they shall call on my name, and I will hear them: I will say, It is my people: and they shall say, The
Lord is my God.
=================================
How God kills Congress 2017-01-20?

How has Obama primed Putin, a former KGB Russian Orthodox that goes to church and bans homosexual
conduct, who has called the USA … Sodom and Gomorrah, to give him a desire to attack the USA before
Trump is sworn in?
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First Obama has pledged to put 1000s of NATO troops on Russia’s borders in Feb 2017, right after Trump is
sworn in, already there as far as I know.
Thousands of US troops on Russia's doorstep in Poland deployment
http://www.foxnews.com/world/2017/01/12/us-troops-creep-up-on-russia-by-thousands-in-polanddeployment.html
Proud Russia no longer has the capacity to build new capital ships, they had to have France build one for them,
which Obama held up, then it was canceled by France, and France has given the deposit back to Russia! Bad
enough Russia had to sell their only air craft carrier to China because they could not afford to finish it! Now,
which second rate name would France sell it to? Here is a hint …
=================================
Hosea 7 (KJV)
11 Ephraim also is like a silly dove without heart: they call to Egypt, they go to Assyria.
=================================
ENS Gamal Abdel Nasser
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ENS_Gamal_Abdel_Nasser
“ENS Gamal Abdel Nasser (L1010) is an Egyptian Navy amphibious assault ship, a type of helicopter carrier, of
the French-designed Mistral class. It was originally built for the Russian Navy and underwent sea trials.[10]
Subsequently the contract was cancelled by France and agreement on compensation reached with the Russian
government. Egypt and France concluded the deal to acquire the two former Russian Mistral for roughly 950
million euros.[11] Egypt is considered the first and only country in Africa and the Middle East to possess an
aircraft carrier of such type.[12]”
Now, what do you think Putin REALLY cares more about. The USA election or “his” ships? Hacking Clinton’s
and Podesta’s e-mails was to get back at Clinton, Obama, CFR, for the ships, imho, and not about the election.
What is left out of the lame stream media about the e-mail hacks is how they were all true and she is a
disgusting whore that threw the election against Sanders and was even given debate questions ahead of time and
they planted people to give her the question in the audience! Clinton is just like the other Clinton, evil, lying,
and cheating whores.
I do not hold it past Obama not to sink one of Russia’s last capital ships to pop Putin over the edge. Especially
considering vain and evil Obama is having his ObamaCare undone. What price would he make YOU pay to
prevent that from happening? See my earlier column about the elected leader that made the pact with the snake,
that God showed me.
By driving down the price of oil, it has badly effected Russia since their economy greatly depends on oil exports
for their economy.
We have the lowest amount of troops since WWII.
You know when Obama used the aircraft carrier comment in the 3rd debate against Romney, basically mocking
him with the article I wrote for www.obamasucks.tv, you should have been expecting something like this from
Obama
…
For the 1st time since WWII we have NO aircraft carriers at sea, NONE. Most (almost all) are all in one port on
the east coast including those in reserve and mothballs! The USA’s 3 air craft carriers being at sea during the
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SNEAK attack at Pearl Harbor was one of the main reasons we won the war by defeating Japan at the Battle of
Midway! You would think the bad thing about having all your eggs in one basket would never be repeated
again after all those battleships and planes were destroyed.
Now, it almost looked like a product placement ad when the whore of Babylon (Mrs. Clinton) opened her filthy
mouth and commented on this subject, she said a president has to be ready to respond to a nuclear attack in 4
minutes ...
Now, if you were an enemy of the USA, what would come into your mind? To attack off the east and west
coast with missiles to only give the USA only 2 minutes to respond!
Army says 2-star general committed suicide on Alabama base
http://www.foxnews.com/us/2016/10/29/army-says-2-star-general-committed-suicide-on-alabama-base.html
“Maj. Gen. John Rossi was found dead July 31 at Redstone Arsenal, two days before he was to assume
command of Army Space and Missile Defense Command. He is the first Army general to commit suicide on
active duty since record-keeping began in 2000, according to the Army.”
So, the whore of Babylon blabs (watch the video, really!) about the president having to respond to a nuclear
attack within 4 minutes and the man responsible for defending against a nuclear attack just happens to commit
suicide. What are the odds of that happening? Though it is probably lower odds than Obama’s LFBC being
real, because once you print that LFBC out, you see it has kerned fonts (example Y) and two different Ks from
the same 1961 manual typewriter …
Russia is ordering all of its officials to fly home any relatives living abroad amid heightened tensions over
the prospect of global war, it has been claimed
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3833941/Russia-orders-officials-fly-home-relatives-living-abroadtensions-mount-prospect-global-war.html
Now after Obama has let Putin walk all over him, seeing how the Muslims murdered and RAPED our
ambassador (see the rape pictures on my website), how a red line does not mean a red line in Syria, and now
seeing how weak and vulnerable the USA has become, ask yourself this.
Does Putin believe Donald Trump the billionaire, with properties and businesses all over the world, that just
defeated Clinton against all odds, by UNDER spending her, that will brutally pummel anyone that contests him
(King of Babylon type), does Putin believe Donald Trump can “Make America great again”. I submit to you, he
does or he will ! Will the Donald make America great again?
► TQO#260 A message from God – destruction is coming (click)
“#2 The wild animals/dogs and the things you fear the most are going to rip you and eat you alive.”
What did God use to tear apart people who mocked God and his prophet?
=================================
2 Kings 2 (KJV)
23 And he went up from thence unto Bethel: and as he was going up by the way, there came forth little children
out of the city, and mocked him, and said unto him, Go up, thou bald head; go up, thou bald head.
24 And he turned back, and looked on them, and cursed them in the name of the Lord. And there came forth two
she bears out of the wood, and tare forty and two children of them.
=================================
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FWIW: In the “Curse of the Zeroes” Bill Clinton is #42 ( forty and two) evil man.
From Strongs:
tare = to split, cleave, break open, divide, break through, rip up, break up, tear
children = apostate Israelites (fig.)
(the USA was founded mainly by two tribes of Israel)
Who is the she bear of nations?
RUSSIA !
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russian_Bear
““The Russian Bear is a widespread symbol (generally of a Eurasian brown bear) for Russia, used in cartoons,
articles and dramatic plays since as early as the 16th century,[1] and relating alike to the Russian Empire, the
Soviet Union and the present-day Russian Federation. … it was used to imply that Russia is "big, brutal and
clumsy"
Why would they imply that? Go look up what “she bear” means in Strongs ! “the bear (as slow):—bear.”
Want to learn a lesson?
Russian Mom Hears Daughter’s Final Agony As She Is Eaten Alive By Bears
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/08/18/olga-moskalyova_n_930464.html
“Forgive me for everything. I love you so much,” she said.”
imho, God will use Russia, the she bear, to eat us alive, and to tear us to pieces, and to break apart. There will
be two main attackers, Russia and China.
Congress = children = apostate Israelites (fig.) = #3 You are going to join your relatives and forefathers in hell.
========================
God picked the perfect whore of Babylon (Clinton) and the King of Babylon (Trump) for a reason, to point to
Rev 17 and the Bible numerics God laid in the history of the whore of Babylon (USA) to make a point about the
authority of scripture (Bush #41 = #152 - look it up, even his son could not escape #152 with the hanging
chads).
You know, this nation (and France) not only mocks God, it mocks Satan (Allah), even when an angel would not
do it.
========================
Jude 1:9
Yet Michael the archangel, when contending with the devil he disputed about the body of Moses, durst not bring
against him a railing accusation, but said, The Lord rebuke thee.
========================
Mrs. Clinton (the whore of Babylon) could not come out after her defeat and apologize to her followers, she had
to submit to the King of Babylon first with nice words, after mocking him !
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IMHO, This 2016 election is how the USA ends, with the useless idol and Statue of Liberty (free mason
government), the whore of Babylon hiding from it's citizens as it is finally defeated by The King of Babylon
that it mocked (Satan) in stages with HIS 10 kings, that he sends out to defeat her, just as Trump did to Clinton.
This is God's will.
Anyone that voted for Obama (#44 = bloody thirsty murderers and secret society = vampire bat), the son of
Satan, in 2008 and 2012, I have no doubt followed Satan in the 1st earth age. They already doomed themselves
twice, the 3rd time was the abomination. Voting for HRC in 2016 was just icing on the cake that these people
would approve of anything bloody and unclean and are worthy of death of both the body and soul.
Being “elected” is different from serving, I would not be in Washington DC 2017-01-20, as God showed me he
is killing Congress and Congress's own stenographer warned them 3x that God will not be mocked, after they
were warned literally years for them to not mock God!
Though I would encourage any of the baby killers that voted for Obama and HRC to protest with all your heart
and might in DC on 2017-01-20. I encourage you to tear, rip, and burn the flag and anything else in your way!
Maybe God will hear and act on your prayers and actions that day as you rebel against his chosen servant.
============================
'THEY KNOW SOMETHING'S COMING' Conspiracy theory claims apocalypse is imminent – but world
leaders only have plans to save themselves
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/2137063/conspiracy-theory-apocalypse-imminent-world-leaders-plan-savethemselves/
============================
All these people, the New World Order and the world governments build their lairs under mountains, and they
will deliver you up to the false messiah.
This is just Satan having a few last laughs at the Christians that still think the USA (whore of Babylon) is one
nation under God.
What the Christian Trump supporters do NOT understand about why Trump "forgave" Clinton and are outraged
by it, let me explain it to you since obviously you know nothing about the man.
NOW, be clear on one point, the King of Babylon (Trump) hates the woman of Babylon (Clinton) and can not
wait to destroy her along with his kings, when he gets permission. Which he (Satan) does, Rev 17.
What did Trump say throughout the election as related to ISIS? That he would never tell them ahead of time
what he would do.
NOW, if Trump said he would throw Clinton in jail as soon as he is sworn in, then Obama would be forced to
give her a pardon on his last day to prevent that. A get out of jail card.
If Trump is all kissy kissy then Clinton can not demand one from Obama (who hates the racist Clintons). Then
when Trump comes into office -BAM- the 1st thing he does is have the DOJ charge both Clintons with treason
and corruption. She never sees it coming as she is defeated.
IMHO, How Clinton gets defeated and treated is going to be how the USA is treated. The war will be up and
down, with the USA just close enough to win, once defeated our leaders will not come out and face the nation,
they will make a false agreement with the forces of the anti-christ, and then the woman of Babylon will be
totally defeated. GOD is going to save 1/3 of the USA (Zech 13) for himself.
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Now to understand Clinton's actions. She and her husband channel "Eleanor" Roosevelt and take "her" advice
(your false religious leaders and free mason 2nd amendment document). I have no doubt a completely insane
excuse was given for "her" advice falling through and advice given on how to defeat the King of Babylon and
betray him (this happened before in the Bible), even though God gave them over to the King of Babylon. His
response (King of Babylon) then will be over the top at the betrayal and he will seek utter destruction and he
will defeat the woman of Babylon.
The ages of the woman of Babylon (Clinton - aka Harrison) and King of Babylon (Trump - aka Reagan) were
suppose to point you to "“Curse of the Zeroes” - the Book of Judgments" so you would know what would
happen to the USA after Obama (#44 = blood thirsty murderers and secret society aka #44 vampire bat in the
Bible).
Civil War is going to break out the world over, including here in the USA after we are attacked. It is going to be
both race based and faith based. This is what Obama has been doing with the refugees, priming the charge with
his own demon following Kenite children of Satan.
In case you have not been able to tell, Obama who wears a ring "allah is the only god" hates Christians and he
loves "blacks" (really Cushites from Noah's seed) so much he has sold them further into slavery (welfare, food
stanps, poverty) just like his forefathers did in Kenya when they invaded and sold their "countrymen" aka
Cushites into slavery to their white brother in laws (USA).
Satan must be laughing his behind off at the stupidity of this nation, the Clintons, and the people that voted for
Trump (a tool of God) that can not understand his actions.
The most dangerous time for this nation will be on 2017-01-20, when the King of Babylon looks out over the
crowd and his empire and has that thought "look at what I built" as he is being sworn in.
I wrote back in 2011 that 2018-01-20 would be when China (and others) would attack us, based on history, what
they are doing, what they are SAYING, and Bible numerics. Rest assured, when an Asian country says they
would never attack you, they mean the exactly the opposite !
► TQO#139 Our next Pearl Harbor - 01-20-2018? have we been warned? (click)
Having witnessed how Trump and Clinton have acted and are acting, I now think it will be 2017-01-20 instead.
China is not buying container shiploads of cement from our east coast, shipping it all the way over to China, and
then building empty cities with it for no good reason. IMHO, China is going to take the 200,000,000+
population loss from a nuclear response and move the survivors to the empty cities and then invade Taiwan.
That is their plan, God has other plans for them and the USA (Zech 13).
When the whore of Babylon (Hillary) submitted to the King of Babylon (Trump) and then would not go out and
speak to her heart broken followers, know your government is going to do the same to you when the anti-Christ
defeats it, and it betrays you.
U.S. Capitol Dome Restoration Project Frequently Asked Questions
https://www.aoc.gov/dome/faqs
“The Architect of the Capitol successfully met its obligation of completing the Dome Restoration Project before
the 2017 Presidential Inauguration.”
The building where Congress was warned God will not be mocked, by it’s own stenographer 3x, will be done in
time for the King of Babylon (Trump) to be sworn in. The building topped by it’s own statue of ‘freedom” (aka
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pagan free mason Easter) . The same King of Babylon, who rules NYC where they rebuilt the “Freedom
Tower” (Isa 9:10) after it was knocked down, from which you could see the whore of Babylon (statue of
Liberty).
============================
Isaiah 9 (KJV)
8 The Lord sent a word into Jacob, and it hath lighted upon Israel.
9 And all the people shall know, even Ephraim and the inhabitant of Samaria, that say in the pride and
stoutness of heart,
10 The bricks are fallen down, but we will build with hewn stones: the sycomores are cut down, but we will
change them into cedars.
============================
Which they did with the “freedom tower”.
============================
Revelation 17 (KJV)
10 And there are seven kings: five are fallen, and one is, and the other is not yet come; and when he cometh, he
must continue a short space.
11 And the beast that was, and is not, even he is the eighth, and is of the seven, and goeth into perdition.
============================
Daniel 4 (KJV)
17 This matter is by the decree of the watchers, and the demand by the word of the holy ones: to the intent that
the living may know that the most High ruleth in the kingdom of men, and giveth it to whomsoever he will, and
setteth up over it the basest of men.
29 At the end of twelve months he walked in the palace of the kingdom of Babylon.
30 The king spake, and said, Is not this great Babylon, that I have built for the house of the kingdom by the
might of my power, and for the honour of my majesty?
31 While the word was in the king's mouth, there fell a voice from heaven, saying, O king Nebuchadnezzar, to
thee it is spoken; The kingdom is departed from thee.
============================
imho, The most dangerous moment in American history is probably on 2017-01-20 when president elect Donald
Trump, after the DJIA hits 20,000 on “his day” ,looks up at the shiny newly redone capitol building in time for
him to be sworn in and then looks out at that huge adoring crowd, and thinks in his heart … looked what I
accomplished “ by the might of my power, and for the honour of my majesty?”
We already know homosexual conduct is one thing that will cause God to personally dump hellfire on a place
http://www.arkdiscovery.com/sodom_&_gomorrah.htm
Just as the Book of Jude says:
“7 Even as Sodom and Gomorrha, and the cities about them in like manner, giving themselves over to
fornication, and going after strange flesh, are set forth for an example, suffering the vengeance of eternal fire.”
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There is only one dead sea in the world, do you think the 1,000,000+ people they found in graves there, chose to
live in the middle of a hot desert, on a shore of water, were you could not fish, drink, or harvest anything? How
did the fresh water get so polluted by minerals you can not drink it? The whole society and area thought
nothing wrong with raping men and homosexual conduct. Why? The absent of God and the absent of the fear
of him, sort of like booing God at the DNC event ? I was basically raised an atheist and I never thought I would
see that ever happen, basically Romans 1:26 coming alive on video. Total utter lack of respect or fear, even for
the godless.
Inside their “prepper” stone walls and buildings, many feet thick, the Sodomites thought they were safe and
could do what they wanted, until God literally melted their stone walls and vaporized them !
I do not know exactly when the USA is going to be destroyed by God, but, I surely would not be in the same
spot as Congress and the SCOTUS that approved homosexual marriage, on 2017-01-20.

John Brown
*1 Within the covers of the Bible are all the answers for all the problems men face. Ronald Reagan
2 Maccabees 9:5-12
And when he could not even endure his own stench, he said this: “It is right to submit to God and, since man is
mortal, not to think he is God's equal”

► (HOME)
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